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Introduction

The American Heritage Center (AHC) is the University of Wyoming’s (UW) repository for historical manuscripts, rare books, and university archives. Internationally known for its historical collections, the AHC first and foremost serves the students and citizens of Wyoming. The AHC sponsors a wide range of scholarly and popular programs including lectures, symposia, and exhibits. A place where both experts and novices engage with the original sources of history, access to the AHC is free and open to all.

Collections at the AHC go beyond both the borders of Wyoming and the region, and support a wide range of research and teachings activities in the humanities, sciences, arts, business, and education. Major areas of collecting include Wyoming and the American West, the mining and petroleum industries, environment and natural resources, journalism, military history, transportation, the history of books, and 20th century entertainment such as popular music, radio, television, and film. The total archival holdings of the AHC are roughly 75,000 cubic feet (the equivalent of 18 miles) of material. The Toppan Rare Books Library holds more than 60,000 items from medieval illuminated manuscripts to the 21st century. Subject strengths include the American West, British and American literature, early exploration of North America, religion, hunting and fishing, natural history, women authors, and the book arts.

Overview of Collections on United States/Latin American Relations

Geographically, politically, economically, and culturally, the United States and Latin America have always been connected. Across the twenty-three nations that are encompassed in this geographic region are countless and complex relationships. The purpose of this subject guide is to highlight collections at the American Heritage Center that expose these relationships and offer insight into the networks that sustain the Western hemisphere. This guide covers over 160 collections and 3,450 cubic feet of material, spans twenty-nine countries and reaches from 1714 to 2012.

The American Heritage Center boasts a strong holding of collections related to natural resources and extractive industries. Many of these crossed the borders between Latin America and the United States, and thus a substantial portion of this catalog describes that particular relationship. However, these collections also contain diaries, photographs, postcards, letters, and other material that reveal deeper connections. While extractive industries are a major source of this catalog, they are not exclusive. Besides miners are politicians, journalists, poets, artists, teachers, travelers, and spies. The relationships between the United States and Latin American nations, highlighted in this subject guide, can lead researchers to find connections between economies, people, governments and ideals.
Organization of this Guide

The collections in this guide are organized alphabetically by first name of the author and include the full inventory record including names, dates, sizes, and description. The Keywords given after each entry identify major topics and places, as well as search terms used by the American Heritage Center to identify that collection. Occasional Keywords may appear redundant (i.e. foreign aid vs. foreign assistance), but in those cases the terms used are those which directly appear in either in online records or the finding aid. Many of these collections have finding aids available online through the Rocky Mountain Online Archive (http://rmoa.unm.edu). Catalog records for all collections may be found at http://uwcatalog.uwyo.edu (for best results, limit search scope to “American Heritage Center.”) Please note that access to AHC holdings is unrestricted unless specified.

Additionally, at the end of this subject guide are a series of indexes to help the researcher identify similar collections. These indexes should be used to begin organizing a research project, and should not be taken as either entirely inclusive or exclusive. The first index is a subject index, which identifies major topics within the collections. The categories in this index correspond to the bold letters following the set of Keywords on each entry. The categories are:

W- Women authors: Collections authored/collected by women.
T- Transportation: Relating to formal transportation (roads, railways, aviation, etc.)
N- Natural Resources: Covering minerals, agriculture, forestry, etc.
P- Politics: Pertaining to relationships best identified by political leaders or groups.
M- Military: Relationships that are defined by armed forces aligned with a nation.
E- Economic: Relationships involving exchange/procurement of commerce or goods.
C- Culture/Social History: Collections dealing with cultural life and exchange.
R- Recreation/travel/leisure: Interaction in pursuit of enjoyment, and not economic gain.
S- Supporting Collections: Collections that are relevant but not entirely within the bounds of this catalog, i.e. relationships between Latin America and Canada.

The second index sorts collections by nations covered. There are twenty-eight Latin American nations represented in this subject guide. Since the United States of America is the common denominator in every collection herein included, there is no category for it in the index. However, there are three categories that are regional rather than national. First is Latin America. Many collections treat Latin America as a holistic unit for cultural or economic reasons. Second is the Caribbean. Again, several nations are commonly combined under this regional heading by collection authors. Third is the US Southwest. This region is closely tied to Latin America, and many collections deal with it as a part of Latin America as well as part of the USA.

Visitor and Contact Information

Current contact information and visitor information including location and hours of operation for the AHC Reading Room and the Toppan Rare Books Library can be found at http://www.uwyo.edu/ahc.
A.F. Banfield Papers Acc.# 03435
11 boxes

Collection contains maps, photographs, mining reports, correspondences, books, bulletins, and maps on mining in the United States Southwest and Latin America. Includes information on the Chuquicamata mine in Chile, the South American Gold and Platinum Company, the US Department of the Interior, and mining in Aruba.

Keywords: Mining, Chuquicamata mine, South American Gold Platinum Company, US Department of the Interior, US Southwest, Latin America, Chile, Aruba. N, E, P

Adrian A. Bantjes Archive, 1989-2010 Acc.# 400057
20.6 cubic feet, 23 boxes

Adrian Alexander Bantjes (1959-2010) was associate professor of history at the University of Wyoming. Born in Ontario, he completed his bachelors (1980) and masters (1983) degrees at University Leiden in the Netherlands, before pursuing a doctoral degree at El Collegian de Mexico in Mexico City and eventually finishing that degree with the University of Texas at Austin in 1991. That same year, Bantjes began working for the University of Wyoming in the History department and programs of Chicano Studies and American Indian Studies. His book, As If Jesus Walked on Earth: Cardenismo, Sonoro, and the Mexican Revolution, won the Michael C. Meyer Prize in 1997. Bantjes researched and published on topics concerning the religious and cultural history of 20th century Mexico, state formation, and fly-fishing.

Collection contains material from Bantjes’ academic career as both an instructor and researcher. Includes syllabi, class notes, research on Mexican history, drafts and published articles and manuscripts, and information about the Mexican Revolution, Lázaro Cardenas, and NAFTA.

Keywords: UW History Faculty, Latin American history, education, Mexico, religion in Mexico, Cardenas, NAFTA. C, P

Some material in Spanish.

Alan Probert Papers, 1925-1986 Acc.# 08102
13.6 cubic feet

Alan Probert (1901-1985) was a mining engineer and historian who graduated from the University of California in 1925, before joining the United States Smelting, Refining, and Mining Company for 23, much of which was spent in Pachuca, Mexico. While in Mexico, the Paricutin Volcano erupted for the first time, the growth of which he had been filming for three years before the 1943 eruption. He later worked for the United States Department of State for about five years, and then became vice president and general
manager for Compania Minera de Guatemala, S.A. After 1962, he researched the history of mining in the United States, Mexico and Central America.

Collection contains correspondences, articles, reports, films, and photographs of mines and mining in Mexico and Guatemala, particularly the Caquipec mines. Includes photos of a visit by Guatemalan president Cl. Carlos Castillo Armas to Caquipec. Also present are notes and articles about mountain climbing and volcanoes in Mexico, including Paricutin, and his film *Volcano*.

Keywords: US Smelting Refinery and Mining Co., Compania Minera de Guatemala, Paricutin Volcano, Caquipec Mine, Cl. Carlos Castillo Armas, Guatemala, Mexico. N, E

Some material in Spanish.

*Alan K. Simpson Papers, 1911-2008 Acc.# 10449*

*362.7 cubic feet, 746 boxes*

Alan Simpson began his political career in 1964 when he was elected to the Wyoming State Legislature. He served 13 years in the Wyoming House of Representatives. In 1978 he was elected to the U.S. Senate. While in the Senate, Simpson served as majority leader, assistant minority leader, and chairman of the Veteran’s Affair Committee. He also served on the Judiciary Committee and chaired its Subcommittee on Immigration and Refugee Policy, the Environmental and Public Works Committee, the Finance Committee’s Subcommittee on Social Security and Family Policy, the Special Committee on Aging, and the Select Committee to Investigate Undercover Operations of the FBI and the Department of Justice. Simpson retired from the Senate in 1997, then went on to serve as the Director of Politics at Harvard University’s School of Government, then returned to Wyoming to resume practicing law.

Collection documents the career of former Republican Senator Alan Simpson from Wyoming. It includes press files, research files, legislative records, committee papers, legal work, office files, Senate papers, interviews, photographs, and recordings. Of interest to this collection guide include Simpson’s work on American immigration policy, illegal immigration reform, American foreign policy, NAFTA, NATO, the Iran-Contra Scandal, and subject files on Argentina, Brazil, Central America, Chile, Cuba, El Salvador, Guatemala, Mexico, Nicaragua, and Panama.

Keywords: American Senators, Republican party, Cold War, Iran-Contra Scandal, immigration, illegal immigration, foreign policy, foreign relations, NAFTA, NATO, Argentina, Brazil, Central America, Chile, Cuba, El Salvador, Guatemala, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama. P, E
Alice Maud Moudy Papers, 1914-1960 Acc.# 00204
4.05 cubic feet, 9 boxes

Alice Maud Moudy (d.1961) graduated from the University of Wyoming before studying French and German in Europe. She later taught foreign language at Winthrop College in Rock Hill, South Carolina and Heidelberg College in Tiffin, Ohio. She travelled extensively, completing three trips around the world.

Collection contains travel notes and thousands of slides from Moudy’s travels, including Guatemala, Mexico, the Yucatan, and Ecuador.

Keywords: Travel and tourism, Mexico, Yucatan, Guatemala, Ecuador. R, C, W

Allan Francis Bonnalie Papers, 1902-1974 Acc.# 05859
31.27 cubic feet, 63 boxes + artifacts

Allan Francis Bonnalie (b.1893) joined the US Signal Corps in 1917, was a pilot with the British Air Force in WWI, and was a mechanical engineer with South Pacific Railroad in San Francisco from 1922-29. In 1930, he joined United Airlines as a pilot, and became general manger of United of Mexico, Lineas Aereas Mexicanas, S.A. (LAMSA) from 1945-1952. From 1953 until retirement in 1958, Bonnalie was director of United’s flight training program in Denver, Colorado. In 1961 and 1962 he made several trips overseas for the US Foreign Operations Administration on aviation matters.

Collection contains correspondences, log books, maps, charts, scrapbooks, and notes relating to Bonnalie’s career in aviation. Includes reports on international relations, the America Club in Mexico, US/Mexico commercial flights, LAMSA, and businesses in Latin America, as well a journal he kept while traveling through Bolivia.

Keywords: Lineas Aereas Mexicanas SA, United Airlines, aviation, international travel, America Club, US Foreign Operations Administration, international relations, commercial flights, Mexico, Bolivia. T, E, P, C

Some material in Spanish.

Allen F. Agnew Papers, 1918-2012 Acc.# 05669
543 cubic feet, 543 boxes

Allen F. Agnew (b. 1918) was a geologist with the U.S. Geological Survey from 1942-1955 and the State Geologist for South Dakota from 1955-1963. In 1963 he became a professor of geology at Indiana University, and became a professor of geology for Washington State University in 1969. From 1974-1986 he was senior specialist in environmental policy at the Congressional Research Service of the Library of Congress.
Collection contains materials related to Agnew’s work in geology, mining engineering and water resources, especially hydrology. Includes subject files of newspaper clippings, reports, correspondences, research, and maps of water pollution, water purification, water quality, conservation, materials on the Geological Society of America (1954-1974), and materials on the American Institute of Professional Geologists (1980-1985). On Latin America, collection includes information on Mexican hydrologists, mining in Coahuila, and guidebooks for Mexico. It also details Brazilian minerals, the Planalto Project, hydrologists in Rio de Janeiro, the University of Brazil, and the 1966 American Geological Institute trip to Brazil. These collections consist of correspondences, reports, geological maps, guidebooks, postcards, and city maps as well as speeches given by Agnew in Brazil.

Keywords: Mexico, Mexican hydrology, Coahuila, Brazil, Brazilian hydrology, Planalto Project, University of Brazil, geology education, foreign geology, US/foreign mergers, Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, Bureau of Land Management, United States Geological Survey, UN Economic Committee for Latin America. N, E

Some materials in Spanish and Portuguese.

Alvin Bacon Carpenter Papers, 1870-1960 Acc.# 07603
3 cubic feet, 6 boxes

Alvin Bacon Carpenter (1870-1965) was a consulting mining engineer, with extensive mining experience in Mexico and the southwestern United States. In 1911, he opened a consulting practice in Los Angeles, California.

Collection contains reports on mining and mines in the southwestern United States and Mexico, specifically the Benito Juarez mines and Baja California. There are also correspondences, maps, photographs, legal documents, and speeches.

Keywords: Mexico, mining, American mining consultants, Baja California, Benito Juarez mines, American Southwest. N, E

Some materials in Spanish.

Anthony H. Harrigan Papers, c.1800-1990 Acc.# 04069
65 cubic feet, 113 boxes

Anthony Hart Harrigan (b. 1925) was a conservative writer and lecturer and associate editor of the Charleston News and Courier from 1957-1970. Between 1970 and 1990 he was vice president, and president, of the United States Business and Industrial Council as well as president of the United States Industrial Council Educational Foundation from 1978 until retiring 1990.
Collection contains correspondences, speeches, diaries, “Sensing the News” columns, scrapbooks, photographs, poetry, financial documents, and foreign policy bulletins. Includes articles and presentations by Harrigan on revolutionaries in Africa, US/Latin American relations, communism in Cuba, Chile, and US/Mexican relations.

Keywords: Foreign policy, US/Latin American relations, US/Mexican relations, communism, Cuba, Chile, Puerto Rico, Castro. C, P

Some material in French.

Arlo Oil Corporation Records, 1921-1968 Acc.# 00514
c. 300 cubic feet

The Argo Oil Corporation was organized in 1925 and grew into a major corporation, with oil fields across Wyoming and the Western United States. In December 1961, Argo sold its assets to the Atlantic Refining Company and was dissolved in February of 1962.

Collection contains financial records, sales records, operating reports, tax reports, financial statements, company histories, ledgers, and correspondences pertaining to Argo Oil. While documents are restricted to the United States, several records detail properties in South Texas and New Mexico, just north of the US/Mexico border, and may provide insight into border economies and oil industry.

Keywords: Oil, American Southwest, Argo Oil, South Texas, New Mexico. S, N, E

Arthur C. Hall Papers, 1896-2008 Acc.# 11698
4.76 cubic feet, 6 boxes

Arthur C. Hall (1909-2005) studied mining engineering at Stanford, graduated in 1929, and worked and consulted with various mining companies throughout his career, most notably the American Smelting and Refining Company. As an administrator with ASARCO, Hall oversaw mining operations in Mexico and Peru from the 1930s to 1950s.

Collection contains business records, legal papers, correspondences, photographs, and maps from Hall’s mining career. Includes maps, blueprints, and reports on mines in Mexico and Peru as a major bulk of the collection.

Keywords: American Smelting and Refining Company, mining, Mexico, Peru. N, E
Arthur Powell Davis Papers, 1861-1933  Acc.# 01366
9.75 cubic feet, 19 boxes

Arthur Powell Davis (1861-1933) was a hydraulic and irrigation engineer, and assistant topographer for the United States Geological Survey from 1882-1902. Davis served as the U.S. Hydrographer for the Isthmian Canal Commission for the proposed Nicaragua and Panama Canals. He returned as consulting engineer on the Panama Canal in 1909 and 1915. Davis also worked on the Roosevelt and Hoover Dams, and consulted on irrigation in the U.S.S.R. from 1930-1932.

Contains correspondences, scrapbooks, and diaries from Davis’s life, travel, and work. Subject files include information on the construction of the Nicaragua and Panama Canals with the Isthmian Canal Commission and water resource development in Latin America. Maps of the United States are also included.

Keywords: Panama Canal, Nicaragua Canal, United States Reclamation Service, United States Geological Survey, water resource development, American irrigation consultants. N, P

Asbury Harpending Papers, 1867-1916  Acc.# 08043
1.35 cubic feet, 3 boxes

Asbury Harpending (1839-1923) was a miner, mining investor and financier of real estate, mining, and railroads. His mining interests included gold mines in California, Utah, and Mexico, although most of Harpending’s career was spent in San Francisco.

Collection contains chiefly correspondences and telegrams from throughout Harpending’s career, some of which pertain to real estate investment in Mexico and Mexican gold mines.

Keywords: Real estate investment, gold mines and mining, Mexico. N, E

Augustus Locke Papers, 1909-1968  Acc.# 03348
30.65 cubic feet, 40 boxes

Augustus Locke (1883-1981) was a geologist and expert on the leached outcrop interpretation technique in mineral prospecting. He worked as a staff geologist for the Goldfields Consolidated Mining Company of Nevada and Cia Minera Los Dos Estrellas in Mexico before earning his ScD from Harvard in 1913. Locke subsequently joined the Secondary Enrichment Investigation for a group of copper companies, and later scouted for the Calumet and Hecla Consolidated Copper Company. Locke compiled extensive mineral studies in the western USA, Canada, Mexico and Cuba, and completed minor works in Africa, Asia, Europe, the Philippines, and South America.
Collection contains research files, correspondences, maps, and photographs of mineral exploration in the American southwest, Central America, Mexico, Guatemala, Peru, Chile, Bolivia, Brazil, and Cuba. The files on Mexico and Cuba are highly extensive with state-by-state reports and photographs.

Keywords: Mineral exploration, Cia Mineral Los Dos Estrellas, Calumet and Hecla Consolidated Copper, Mexico, Cuba, Central America, Guatemala, Peru, Chile, Bolivia, Brazil. N, E

*Austin J. App Papers, 1923-1981* Acc.# 08817
71.5 cubic feet, 73 boxes

Austin Joseph App (1902-1948) taught English and Literature at Catholic University of America and the University of Scranton from 1929-1942. After serving in the army during WWII, he continued to teach at Incarnate Word College and LaSalle College from 1944-1968. He was the director of Boniface Press in 1948, president of the Federation of American Citizens of German Descent from 1960-66, and chair of the Captive Nations Committee of Greater Philadelphia from 1965. Throughout his life, App became more involved in revisionist history, anti-Semitism, anti-communism, and anti-integration.

Collection contains correspondences, pamphlets and research files on topics including communism, foreigners in the United States, immigration, US Foreign Policy, Panama, Brazil, Mexico, and German Jews.

Keywords: German-Americans, anti-Semitism, anti-communism, US foreign policy, immigration, Brazil, Mexico, Panama. P, C

Some material in German.

*B. W. Allred Papers, 1908-1968* Acc.# 01739
6.75 cubic feet, 15 boxes

Berten Wendell Allred was an ecologist concerned with range and livestock management in the American West. He was a botanist at the Alpine Laboratory from 1934-45, where he worked with Frederic and Edith Clements. Allred edited Frederic Clements’ work “Dynamic of Vegetation” after Clements’ death.

Collection contains correspondences, publications, and notes that chiefly pertain to soil conservation, water, plants, and ecology of the Rocky Mountains and Texas. Includes photographs of the US West, Africa, and Puerto Rico.

Keywords: Water resources, botany, Puerto Rico. N
Beach Conger Papers, 1928-1967 Acc.# 03305
1.83 cubic feet, 3 boxes

Beach Conger was an American journalist, travel writer, editorialist, and foreign correspondent from the 1930s to the 1960s. He began as a travel writer for World Letters Inc., a company that developed educational programs to invigorate social studies and geography in the classroom through letter writings. World Letters Inc. sent Conger to Europe and Asia from 1933-34, and to Central and South America in 1936. In 1936, he began working for The New York Herald Tribune as an editorial writer and in 1939 became a foreign correspondent to Europe.

Collection contains news clippings, correspondences, photographs, articles, maps, and personal memorabilia from Conger’s travels with World Letters Inc. and The New York Herald Tribune. Includes a scrapbook of his 1936 travels through Central and South America.

Keywords: Travel writers, World Letters Inc., Central America, South America. R

Some material in French, German.

Benjamin F. Hake Papers, 1901-1970 Acc.# 06977
.9 cubic feet, 2 boxes

Benjamin F. Hake served with various oil companies, notably Gulf Oil Corporation as chief of the Land and Exploration branch’s production department (1951-53), Special Assistant (1953-56) and General Manager of the Bolivian Gulf Oil Company in La Paz, Bolivia (1956-59).

Collection includes certificates, awards, correspondences, legal documents, speeches and photographs. Contains information on the Bolivian Gulf Oil company and has photographs of Mexico and Bolivia.

Keywords: Gulf Oil Corporation, oil exploration, Bolivian Gulf Oil, Bolivia, Mexico, Nixon. N, E

Some material in Spanish.
Bernard M. Bench Papers, 1941-1989 Acc.# 00151
.45 cubic feet, 1 box

Bernard Bench was a 1930 graduated from the Colorado School of Mines and Geological Engineer. In the United States, he worked for seismic corporations in Texas, and as a consultant in Colorado and New Mexico. From 1961 to 1971, Bench helped with coal exploration and development in Mexico, as well as Korea, Egypt, India, and Indonesia. Collection contains mostly professional correspondences with oil companies, as well as a railroad survey, geological maps, and reports on coal exploration.

Keywords: Mexico, coal, mineral development. N, E

Blair W. Stewart Papers, 1927-1965 Acc.# 07265
32 cubic feet, 32 boxes

Blair W. Stewart (b.1904) was a consulting mining engineer and geologist with the Anaconda Copper Mining Company from 1928-1933. He later worked with Montana Power and other mining firms. Collection contains reports, feasibility studies, clippings, notebooks, research, topographical maps, and evaluations on mines and properties in Chile, Colombia, Cuba, Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Costa Rica, Ecuador, Honduras, Nicaragua, Panama, Peru, and Venezuela.

Keywords: Anaconda Copper Mining Co., Esperanza Man, Central America, South America, Chile, Colombia, Cuba, Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Costa Rica, Ecuador, Honduras, Nicaragua, Panama, Peru, Venezuela. N, E

Some material in Spanish.

C.B.E. Douglas Papers, 1915-1967 Acc.# 02446
3.9 cubic feet, 10 boxes

C.B.E. Douglas was a mining engineer who spent the majority of his career in Mexico. Collection contains materials on Mexican mines and mining prospects including placers, maps, drawings, photographs, memos, correspondences, financial reports, and building/infrastructure reports.

Keywords: Mexican mines, Arizona mines, gold mining. N, E

Some material in Spanish.
C. Stribling Snodgrass Papers, 1918- 1977 Acc.# 06571
43.6 cubic feet, 97 boxes

Cornelius Stribling Snodgrass (1900- 1974) was a petroleum engineer and consultant. He graduated from the U.S. Naval Academy in 1922, served until 1926, and joined C.F. Braun & Co. as a petroleum engineer in 1927. In 1937 he started Snodgrass Perrin & CO., later renamed Petrotech. In 1940 Snodgrass returned to the Navy and entered the Petroleum Administration for War to establish a foreign division for the worldwide petroleum supply program. Later, Snodgrass was in charge of the Saudi Arabian Public Works Program for the Bechtel Corporation (1946- 1951), joined the U.S. Petroleum Administration for Defense (1951) and the Military Petroleum Advisory Board (1953-1958), started International Oil Consultants in 1965, was the petroleum advisor to the Sultlan of Oman in 1972, and the natural resource advisor to Jordan in 1973.

Collection includes client and project files with related subject files, diaries, correspondences, photographs, and speeches related to Snodgrass’s career in foreign petroleum. Includes the Brazilian National Council of Petroleum, SALTE, the Dominican Republic, a trip to Mexico, Venezuela, and foreign petroleum reserves for the United States.


Some materials in Spanish, French, Arabic, German, Italian, Indonesian, and Dutch.

Carlyle Weiss Papers, 1968- 2000 Acc.# 400021
5.64 cubic feet, 11 boxes

Carlyle Weiss was a professor of Music Arts at the University of Wyoming from 1968-2000, where he directed choral activities and several concert tours both nationally and internationally. Weiss founded the Wyoming State Choir, and in 1977 earned the Outstanding Faculty Member Award.

Collection contains materials relating to choir and orchestra concert tours under the instruction of Weiss, including scrapbooks, slides, letters, newspaper clippings, photographs, tapes, and recordings. Amongst the tours covered are international concerts in Japan, Brazil, and Mexico.

Keywords: UW Music Faculty, concert tours, choir, orchestra, international student travel, Brazil, Mexico. C, R
**Charles R. Butler Papers, 1950-1990 Acc.# 09761**

36 cubic feet, 87 boxes

Charles R. Butler (b. 1923) was a geologist, consultant, and entrepreneur from Mason City, Iowa. During the uranium “boom” of the 1950s, Butler was involved in exploration, development, and management of uranium mining operations. He became a mining consultant, and later conducted courthouse and field land studies to determine land status of mining properties on public, private, and Indian lands. He was active for over forty years in southwest Colorado and worked as a mining geologist in all the western states (including Alaska), as well as Canada and Mexico.

Collection contains correspondences, mining records, land status reports, maps, and information on public land policies. Although Butler mined in Mexico, collection does not contain direct information on those years, but does provide material on mining in the American southwest and near the border.

Keywords: Uranium mining, US West, Walter Duncan Mining Co., Navajo people. S, E, N

**Charles Joseph Hares Papers, 1915-1962 Acc.# 03508**

32.07 cubic feet, 76 boxes

Charles Joseph Hares (b. 1881) graduated from Syracuse University and held a fellowship in geology at the University of Chicago. From 1910-1917, he worked for the United States Geological Survey completing field surveys for coal and oil in the West. In 1917, he joined the Ohio Oil Company as its first full-time geologist, and remained there until retiring in 1946. Hares was the author of several geologic treatises, and instrumental in starting the Wyoming Geological Association and the Rocky Mountain section of the Geological Society of America.

Collection contains maps, graphs, correspondences, telegraphs, photographs, and reports relating to geological surveys by Hares, including those of Mexico, Venezuela, and South America. Also present are surveys for the American West, newspaper clippings, and biographical information.


**Charles G. Preble Papers, 1902-2002 Acc.# 12574**

1.38 cubic feet, 2 boxes

Charles G. Preble was President and Chief Executive Officer of the Southern Peru Copper Corporation. He started with SPCC in 1965 at the Toquepala Mine and worked up from Mine Foreman to Area Manager. Preble was named Vice President of the

Collection contains blueprints, magazines, geologic reports, histories, financial reports, and annual reports on the Southern Peru Copper Corporation, specifically the Toquepala and Cuajone copper mines.

Keywords: Peru, Southern Peru Copper Corporation, copper mines, American companies in Peru, Toquepala Copper Mine, Cuajone Copper Mine. N, E

Some materials in Spanish.

**Charles Edwin Riddell Papers, 1881-1972 Acc.# 05271**

7.2 cubic feet, 16 boxes

Charles Edwin Riddell (b.1914) graduated from Stanford University with a BS in Geology in 1937 before working as a petroleum and mining geologist with United Geophysical Company, Inc. in the Western US, Pakistan, and Brazil from 1937-52. From 1953-56, Riddell was an exploration manager for British American Oil Producing Co. in the Western United States, and became a geological consulting after 1956.

Collection contains correspondences, leases, reports, and oil well logs of the Western United States and South America, and includes several maps of South America.

Keywords: Petroleum geology, Western United States, South America, Brazil. N, E

Some material in Portuguese.

**Charles DeWitt Smith Papers, 1927-1979 Acc.# 07722**

35.65 cubic feet, 97 boxes

Charles DeWitt Smith (b.1917) graduated from Yale in 1938 before pursuing a career as a mining engineer. From 1946-57, he worked as Superintendent of Mines and Assistant Vice President for the St. Joseph Lead Company of Missouri. Smith was later the vice president of Copper Range Company of Boston from 1957-58 and a mining consultant from 1959-62 before founding his own consulting firm DeWitt Smith and Company, Inc.

Collection contains correspondences, clippings, and diaries pertaining to mining operations in the US southwest, Mexico, and South America. Also includes papers presented at the 1974 World Mining Congress in Lima, Peru, and reports on banking and tourism published by the Peruvian government.

Keywords: Mining engineering, Mexico, South America, Peru, World Mining Congress. N, E, R
Charles C. Roripaugh Jr. Papers, 1944-1989 Acc.# 09882
2.6 cubic feet, 5 boxes

Charles Clifford Roripaugh (1927-1989) was a geophysicist who served in the US Navy Reserve from 1945-46 and trained in aviation electronics. He joined Shell Oil Co. as a seismologist in 1949, after receiving his BS in electrical engineering from the University of California, Berkeley. In 1953, he advanced to Shell’s seismologist party chief in the Rocky Mountain basins. By 1959, he was named eastern division geophysicist in charge of seismic exploration in the Appalachian and Michigan basins. He was later assigned to the New Orleans Marine Division to conduct petroleum exploration in the Gulf of Mexico from 1966-1974, and was subsequently promoted to exploration consultant.

Collection contains geological reports on Mexico and the Gulf of Mexico, as well as notes on offshore petroleum exploration and the Mexico Group Well Log Digitalization Program. Includes maps of the Gulf of Mexico, seismic surveys, and photographs of Shell’s offshore exploration ships.

Keywords: Shell Oil Co., Mexico, petroleum exploration, seismic exploration. N, E

Chester Cassel Papers, 1926-1971 Acc.# 04403
9.4 cubic feet, 20 boxes + maps

Chester A. Cassel (1897-1971) was a petroleum geologist who worked for several oil companies and as a consultant. He worked chiefly in the western United States and Latin America, including Mexico, Paraguay, and Venezuela.

Collection contains information relating to Cassel’s work in petroleum geology, including reports on mineral resources in Argentina, Chile, Mexico, Venezuela, Paraguay and Uruguay, as well as maps of the US southwest, Mexico, Chile, and Paraguay. Also includes correspondences, field notes, photographs, and newspaper clippings during Cassel’s years in petroleum geology.

Keywords: Petroleum geology, South America, Argentina, Chile, Mexico, Venezuela, Paraguay, Uruguay, US southwest. N, E

Some material in Spanish.
**Clyde E. Williams Papers, 1929-1971 Acc.# 05028**
.45 cubic feet, 2 boxes

Clyde Elmer Williams (b.1893) earned his BS in chemical engineering from the University of Utah in 1915, before working as a metallurgist for the government of Argentina (1924-25) and as the chief metallurgist for the Columbia Steel Corporation (1925-29). From 1929-53, Williams served as the director and president of a research foundation called the Battelle Memorial Institute, before forming his own consulting firm, Clyde Williams and Company, in 1958.

Collection contains correspondences, speeches and articles on metallurgy, as well as material from the Battelle Memorial Institute and the Mexican/American Conference on Industrial Research, and information covering international relations.

Keywords: Metallurgy, Argentina, Battelle Memorial Institute, Mexican/American Conference on Industrial Research, international relations. P, E

**Continental Oil Company History Research Materials, 1884-1975 Acc.# 06850**
18.94 cubic feet, 40 boxes

Conoco Oil Company was founded in 1920 as Continental Oil Company. It acquired Marland Oil Company in 1929 and became Conoco Inc. in 1979. The collection was compiled by Wilbur Cross, an editor for Conoco Oil Company’s publishing and advertising department, for the 1975 publication *Conoco: The First One Hundred Years: Building the Future*.

Collection contains research material gathered by Cross, consisting advertisements (1929-74), correspondences, and histories of Marland Oil, Consolidated Coal Co., and Conoco executives. Also included are 1 16mm film of Conoco’s 75th anniversary, photographs of refineries and employees, and 26 audiocassette tapes and transcripts of interviews by Cross with former Conoco employees. Maps and pamphlets of Conoco oil fields in Latin America are also included.

Keywords: Conoco, Continental Oil, Marland Oil, Consolidated Coal Co., Wilbur Cross, Conoco Oil fields in Latin America. N, E

Some material in Spanish.

**Crede H. Calhoun Papers, 1929-1972 Acc.# 05607**
3.98 cubic feet, 9 boxes

Crede Haskins Calhoun (1885-1972) came to the Panama Canal from the USA in 1907 as a postal clerk, and became a journalist for the Panama *Star and Herald* from 1911-1920. He later worked for the *New York Herald Tribune* (1920-26) and the *New York Times*
(1926-52). While working for the *Times*, Calhoun covered Central and South America, including Charles Lindbergh’s flight across Central America. Calhoun was also Chief of Division for Civil Affairs and Director of Posts for the Panama Canal Zone from 1922-1947.

Collection contains maps, scrapbooks, photographs, and subject files on topics reported on by Calhoun. Includes Ecuador, Guatemala, Nicaraguan earthquakes, Panama, the Panama Canal, El Salvador, Colombia, and the Pan American Highway. Also present are copies of the constitutions of Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, and Colombia.

Keywords: Journalism, Panama Canal, Pan American Highway, Ecuador, Guatemala, Panama, El Salvador, Colombia, Costa Rica. C, P, T

Some material in Spanish.

*Daniel I. Axelrod Papers, 1970-1990 Acc.# 02520*

.7 cubic feet, 2 boxes

Daniel Isaac Axelrod was a paleobotany educator who received his PhD from the University of California in 1938. He began his professional career as a technician at the California Forest and Range Experiment Station in 1934. He later worked for the United States National Museum and the Carnegie Institute of Washington before becoming a professor of geology at the University of California, Los Angeles, from 1946-1968. In 1968 he became a professor of botany at the University of California, Davis.

Collection contains articles and research by Axelrod. His research covered tertiary paleobotany, paleoecology, paleoclimatology, plate tectonics, and angiosperm evolution, and includes the history of Latin American flora and fauna and sea vegetation in Baja California.

Keywords: North American paleobotany, Latin American flora/fauna, sea vegetation in Baja California. N

*David E. Donley Papers, 1902-1968 Acc.# 03041*

20.25 cubic feet, 45 boxes

David E. Donley (1902-1968) was a hydraulic engineer who worked with the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation from 1950-1959. Prior to this, Donley worked with the Tennessee Valley Authority as an engineer (1934-1940), and as a professor of civil engineering at Cornell University (1946-1949). After leaving the Bureau of Reclamation, Donley served as a technical advisor to the United Nations on irrigation and flood control in South America, Iceland, and Asia.
Collection contains materials mostly relating to Donley’s work as a U.N. technical advisor, including correspondences, maps, newspaper clippings, personal and professional photographs, and research notes. Subject files on projects include those for Argentina, Ecuador, Mexico, Bolivia, Chile, Cuba, Jamaica, Panama, Peru, Uruguay, Paraguay, and Brazil. These files contain geological maps and reports, as well as reports on local commerce, politics, and development.

Keywords: Argentina, Buenos Aires, Rio Parana development, Ecuador, Mexico, US Southwest, Bolivia, Chile, Cuba, Jamaica, Panama, Peru, Uruguay-Paraguay-Brazil Cooperative, groundwater, flooding, UN development programs, dam proposals. P, N, E

Some materials in Spanish.

David A. Robbins Mines and Claims Research, 1950-1996 Acc.# 11721
4.45 cubic feet, 5 boxes

David A. Robbins was a professional geologist who consulted on mining claims and potential mines in the United States, Canada, and the Caribbean. He specialized in uranium and gold, and worked with several companies including Western Nuclear, Minexco, and Victor Industries.

Collection contains files relating to mine operation, development, ownership, and mineral rights in the United States, Canada, Mexico, and the Caribbean. Includes maps, charts, legal documents, notes, newspaper articles, photographs, and correspondences.

Keywords: Mining, mine development and consultation, Mexico, Caribbean. N, E

Dee B. Crouch Diaries and Slides, 1975 Acc.# 09037
.45 cubic feet, 1 box + 16 boxes of slides

Dee Crouch was a Colorado physician who participated in several expeditions including the Apurímac River in Peru (1975) and the Bicentennial Expedition to Mount Everest (1976).

Collection contains two diaries and several slides from a 1975 kayaking expedition through the Great Apurimac Gorge in Peru. R

Keywords: Peru, kayaking, tourism.
**Dewitt C. Deringer Papers Acc.# 03478**

5 boxes

Collection contains information on mining in Mexico and Bolivia. Includes reports, correspondences, and material on the Bolivian Tin and Tungsten Mines Corporation and Mexican mines, as well as UN reports on Latin America.

Keywords: Bolivian Tin and Tungsten Mines Corporation, UN, Bolivia, Mexico. N, E, P

**Dimitar Krustev Papers, 1964-2005 Acc.# 08208**

1.35 cubic 3 boxes

Dimitar Krustev was a Bulgarian-born artist who taught at the University of Iowa and ran the Krustev School of Art in Des Moines, as well as a member of the Explorer’s Club. He travelled primarily in Central and South America, and also visited Africa and the South Pacific. Krustev interacted heavily with the indigenous populations, painted, and kept detailed journals of his travels.

Collection contains manuscripts, journals, audiotapes, printed material and one artwork print relating to Krustev’s travels in Peru, Brazil, Mexico, and Honduras and describes, amongst other things, indigenous peoples including the Jicaque, Lacandones, Naja, Metzabok, and Maya.

Keywords: Artists, Explorer’s Club, Central America, South America, indigenous peoples, Jicaque, Lacondones, Naja, Metzabok, Maya, Brazil, Mexico, Honduras, Peru. C, R

**Donald Glassman Papers, 1902-1985 Acc.# 05411**

35.73 cubic feet, 49 boxes

Donald Glassman (1903-1985) was a free-lance journalist, editor, author and photographer who worked as a feature writer for *The New York World* and *Cincinnati Post*. He handled publicity at NBC, and was a public affairs officer and editor for several federal agencies including Voice of America, Bureau of Inter-American Affairs, and Department of State.

Collection contains diaries, correspondences, and photographs of places that Glassman travelled to or wrote about, including Brazil, Guatemala, Mexico, Panama, Cuba, Puerto Rico, Chile, Peru, Argentina, Bolivia, and El Salvador. Also consists of photos of the Pan American Building in Washington D.C., Spanish-language commentary recordings (including a translation of President Kennedy on Cuba), and letters with notable American figures including Orville Wright, Frank Harris, and George Bernard Shaw.
Keywords: Journalists, Voice of America, Bureau of Inter-American Affairs, Department of State, Pan American Building, President Kennedy, Cuba, Brazil, Guatemala, Mexico, Panama, Puerto Rico, Chile, Peru, Argentina, Bolivia, El Salvador. C, P, R

Some material in Spanish, Italian, Chinese, German, French, Portuguese.

**Dudley L. Davis Papers, 1946-1987 Acc.# 02806**

24.5 cubic feet, 77 boxes

Dudley L. Davis (b. 1915) was an engineer in Arizona and Nevada and geologist in California, with a master’s degree in engineering from the University of Nevada in 1955. Early in his career, Davis worked for the US Atomic Energy Commission in Utah and California. In the 1960s he established the mining consulting firm D. L. Davis Associates in Grand Junction, Colorado. Davis consulted and worked throughout the Western United States, Canada, Asia, Mexico, and South America, evaluating old mines for rehabilitation, exploring for drilling locations, appearing as an expert witness in mining litigation, and publishing in technical journals.

Collection contains reports and correspondences from Davis’ career as a geologist and engineer. Includes mine histories, budgets, mine evaluations, and reports on mines and locations in Indonesia, South Africa, Honduras, Haiti, Peru, the Dominican Republic, and Mexico.

Keywords: Mine rehabilitation, mining exploration, Honduras, Haiti, Peru, Dominican Republic, Mexico, Anaconda Mining Co., US Atomic Energy Commission. N, E

**Earl W. Hayter Collection, 1866-1958 Acc.# 00276**

1.3 cubic feet, 2 boxes

Earl W. Hayter was a professor at the Northern Illinois State Teachers College. He studied and wrote about the history of barbed wire fencing, farm machinery, and farming.

Collection contains papers by and about Isaac Ellwood (1833-1910), inventor and manufacturer of barbed wire. Included are papers on Ellwood’s mining interests in Idaho and Mexico, the Honest John & Milling Co. and Creston-Colorado Co.

Keywords: Mexico, American mining interests, barbed wire. C, N, E
**Eben Olcott Papers, 1877-1929 Acc.# 01233**

1.35 cubic feet, 3 boxes

Eben E. Olcott (1854-1929) was mining engineer who received a degree in engineering from Columbia University in 1874. From 1876-1886, Olcott worked in mines in the western United States, Venezuela, Peru, and Mexico, including a ten-month contract with the Cerro de Pasco Copper District in Peru. He led prospecting expeditions in South America, the Caribbean, Canada, and the United States. In 1895, he became manager of the Hudson River Day Line of streamers in New York, where he remained for most of his career.

Collection contains chiefly correspondences between Olcott and his family in New York City, which document his travel across the USA, Canada, the Caribbean, and South America. There are photographs of people and towns in Peru and Mexico.

Keywords: Mining engineering, Venezuela, Peru, Mexico, Caribbean, Cerro de Pasco Copper District. N, E

---

**Eduardo J. Guzman Papers Acc.# 06711**

1 box

Collection contains research and articles relating to publications by Guzman on topics including the development of the petroleum industry in Mexico and Mexican geology.

Keywords: Petroleum industry/development, petroleum history research and publications, Mexico. C, N, E

Some material in Spanish.

---

**Edward Ackerman Papers, 1934-1973 Acc.# 05363**

55.23 cubic feet, 86 boxes

Edward Augustus Ackerman (1911-1973) was a geographer and water resources authority. He earned a PhD from Harvard in 1939, was a professor there from 1940-1948 and a professor at the University of Chicago from 1948-1955. During that time he was also a technical advisor on natural resources for US occupational forces in Japan from 1946-48. From 1953-54 he served assistant general manager of the Tennessee Valley Authority and was the director of the water resources program of Resources for the Future from 1954-58. Ackerman was the director of the Carnegie Institution from 1958-73, and served on several committees and panels pertaining to natural resources, population growth, and environmental issues.
Collection contains materials relating to Ackerman’s work in natural resources. Large portions consist of correspondences about water and land issues in Japan, the USA, Puerto Rico and Brazil. Also includes speeches, papers, and reports by Ackerman.

Keywords: Water resources, environmental issues, Puerto Rico, Brazil, Institute for Latin American Development, Herbert Hoover, public works. N, P

**Edward D. Lynton Papers, 1911-1958**
**Acc.# 04553**
**5.65 cubic feet, 13 boxes**

Edward D. Lynton (b. 1912) was a mining engineer and geologist in Mexico and Arizona from 1915 to 1920, followed subsequently by employment as a field geologist in California and Texas for Standard Oil of California until 1943, where he conducted magnetometer surveys and petroleum prospecting. From 1943-44 Lynton worked for the North African Economic Board to develop oil and mining companies. He also served as a petroleum consultant to the Institute of Petroleum in Paris (1946-48), and examined mines and oil fields in California, Germany, Portugal, Ireland, and Africa (1948-58).

Collection contains correspondences, maps, clippings, and reports regarding Lynton’s work for Standard Oil and as a petroleum consultant. Majority of collection pertains to work in Africa, but also includes maps and reports on Mexico, Baja California, and Venezuela.

Keywords: Standard Oil, petroleum geology, Mexico, Baja California, Venezuela. N, E

Some material in French, German.

**Edwin F. Clark Papers, c. 1946-c.1971**
**Acc.# 04611**
**4 boxes**

Collection contains information on Central American transportation development, Guyana highway development, and the Pan American Highway. Includes reports on world construction and traffic by the UN, maps, research, correspondences, and several photographs/slides covering Guatemala, Nicaragua, Honduras, Venezuela, Brazil, Colombia, Costa Rica, and Guiana.

Keywords: Central American transportation development, Guyana highway development, international traffic development, Pan American Highway, UN, Guatemala, Nicaragua, Honduras, Venezuela, Brazil, Colombia, Costa Rica, Guiana.

T, C, P

Some material in Spanish.
Edwin Warley James Papers, 1893-1967 Acc.# 03811  
9.08 cubic feet, 19 boxes

Edwin Warley James (1877-1967) was a 1901 graduate of Harvard and District Engineer for the Bureau of Public Works in Manila, Philippines from 1907-1909. From 1910-1953, he was a highway engineer with the US Bureau of Public Roads, and was the chief engineer for the Pan American Highway in Central America from 1930-1953.

Collection contains correspondences, diaries, reports, newspaper clippings, and photograph albums on the Pan American Highway. Includes histories of Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, and Panama, booklets on Pan Americanism, and photographs of Brazil, Mexico, the Mexico-Laredo Road opening, Inter-American Highway events, Colombia, Guatemala, Venezuela, Panama, Peru, Nicaragua, Costa Rica, El Salvador, and Honduras. Also consists of material affiliated with Eloy Alfaro, the Brazil-US Technical Commission, the Department of Transportation, the President of Panama, the Explorers Club, and the Foreign Service.

Keywords: Pan American Highway, Inter-American Highway, Pan Americanism, Eloy Alfaro, Brazil-US Technical Commission, Department of Transportation, Explorers Club, Foreign Service, Mexico, Brazil, Colombia, Guatemala, Venezuela, Panama, Peru, Nicaragua, Costa Rica, El Salvador, Honduras. T, P, C

Some material in Spanish.

Elbert E. Lewis Papers, 1908-1970 Acc.# 06417  
6.75 cubic feet, 15 boxes

Elbert E. Lewis was a consulting mining engineer based in Grand Junction, Colorado.

Collection contains maps, reports, drawings, photographs, notebooks and correspondences on mines and mining in the US southwest, Ecuador, and Mexico.

Keywords: Economic geology, US southwest, Mexico, Ecuador. N, E

Eleanor Chatterton Kennedy Family Papers, 1861-1988, Acc.# 05229  
2.28 cubic feet, 4 boxes

Eleanor Chatterton (1901-1993) graduated from the University of Wyoming in 1925, and married Merton G. Kennedy, an executive of the construction firm Morrison-Knudsen Inc., that same year. From 1943 to 1949, Merton served as president of Morrison-Knudsen’s Brazilian operations and the couple relocated to South America, returning after 1949.
Collection contains papers of Eleanor Chatterton Kennedy as well as those of her extended family, which mainly consist of personal photographs, information on the University of Wyoming. Includes photographs of Morrison-Knudsen activities in Brazil, as well as other information about the company.

Keywords: Morrison-Knudsen Inc., construction, Brazil. E, W

**Eleanor McIlhenny Papers, 1896-1975 Acc.# 07704**
2.27 cubic feet, 4 boxes

Eleanor McIlhenny was a reporter living and working in the Panama Canal Zone from the 1940s to the 1960s. She covered life and work in the Canal Zone during World War II for a variety of papers. She also helped compile material on the history of the canal's construction, including the words of labor songs of the West Indian workers.

Collection contains drafts of stories on the Canal Zone by Eleanor McIlhenny (1940s-1960s); printed materials; and photographs, including original canal construction, a 1906 visit by President Theodore Roosevelt, and the Third Locks Project (1941). There are also bound newspapers, including a 1939 anniversary issue commemorating the original opening of the canal which includes words of West Indian labor songs from the construction period.

Keywords: Panama, journalists, WWII, Third Locks Project, Panama Canal, construction. W, C, M, P

Some materials in Spanish.

**Elizabeth S. Partridge Papers, 1923-1970 Acc.# 02082**
2.5 cubic feet

Elizabeth S. Partridge (1902-1974) was a mountaineer, lecturer, and writer. She graduated from Vassar in 1923, and began her mountaineering career in 1933. She climbed mountains in Colorado, Wyoming, Switzerland, Canada, East Africa, and Colombia, the Caribbean, and was a member of Charles Houston’s 1950 expedition to Mount Everest.

Collection contains articles written by Partridge (under the name Elizabeth Cowles), photograph albums, diaries, scrapbooks, and slides of her mountaineering trips. Included are trips to the Caribbean in 1969 and Sierra Nevada de Santa Maria in the Colombian Andes in 1941.

Keywords: Mountaineering, recreation, travel and tourism, Andes, Colombia, Caribbean. W, R, C
**Evelyn Moore Papers, 1917-1975 Acc.# 06400**

1 cubic foot, 1 box

Evelyn Rigby Moore lived most of her adult life in Panama where she was a newspaper feature writer, trade magazine editor, and author of magazine articles. She was also involved in post World War II relief and adoption efforts in Japan.

Collection includes correspondence (1934-1961); typed diary transcript for 1959; manuscripts; certificates; newspaper clippings; 2 pen and ink drawings; and miscellaneous other materials. Contains information on the Panama Canal Zone, local culture, and Americans in Panama.

Keywords: Panama Canal, WWII, Panama culture, fiestas. W, C

Some materials in Spanish and Japanese.

**F. Julius Fohs Papers, 1947-1961 Acc.# 01706**

2 cubic feet

Ferdinand Julius Fohs was an economic geologist who conducted mineral resources exploration and development in the US West, Canada, Latin America, and the Middle East.

Collection contains correspondences, logs, reports, maps, clippings, and photographs of oil companies, and South American geology and politics. Includes information on Mexico, Bolivia, Trinidad, Argentina, Guiana, Cuba, and Chile. Most information pertains to petroleum development in Colombia and Venezuela, including information on Shell Oil’s South American operations.

Keywords: Petroleum development, mineral resources exploration, oil companies, Shell Oil, Mexico, Colombia, Venezuela, Bolivia, Trinidad, Argentina, Guiana, Cuba, Chile. N, E, P

Some material in Spanish, Hebrew.

**Fay Gillis Wells and Linton Wells Papers, c.1941- c.1984 Acc.# 07486**

77 boxes

Collection contains information on American and international politics, women in the government, and the Cold War. Includes audiotapes with many American politicians (including President Nixon and President Johnson), photographs of Nicaragua, photographs of the Wells’ trip around the world, information on White House receptions for presidents and politicians from Mexico, Barbados, Colombia, and Venezuela, and
articles, research, notes, correspondences and memos on Mexico, Latin America, and women in politics.

Keywords: American foreign policy, international politics, American politicians, women in politics, Cold War, Nicaragua, Mexico, Barbados, Colombia, Venezuela. W, P, C

Some material in Spanish.

Frank N. Bosco Papers, 1852-1984 Acc.# 08676
118.65 cubic feet, 158 boxes

Frank N. Bosco (1911-1997) was a petroleum geologist and weather engineer, educated at the Colorado School of Mines. Bosco worked for several oil companies in the United States west, including Standard Oil and Gas Company, as well as Brazil with Brazilian Syndicate. After serving in the US army during WWII, Bosco was a petroleum geology consultant in the US west, and founded Bosco Weather Engineering Incorporated in the 1950s. He was involved with weather modification experiments throughout the western USA during the 1970s and 60s, including an attempt to break Colorado’s long drought in 1963.

Collection contains information on Frank Bosco’s career as a petroleum geologist and weather engineer. Contains geology records, finances, reports, and correspondences on Brazil and Honduras, as well as geological surveys of Costa Rica, Venezuela and Guatemala. Collection also includes reports on Mexican mining and nuclear reserves and the US southwest, a stamp album, mineral samples, and several phonograph records, including one of Mexican fiesta music.

Keywords: Brazil, Honduras, mining, petroleum geology, Costa Rica, Venezuela, Guatemala, Mexico, US Southwest, weather engineering, Mexican music. N, E, C

Frank Jack Fletcher Papers, 1897-1973 Acc.# 09793
2.92 cubic feet, 3 boxes

Frank Jack Fletcher (1885-1973) was a career naval officer who graduated from the U.S. Naval Academy in 1906. In 1914 he participated in the American occupation of Vera Cruz, Mexico. During World War I he served on several ships in Europe, and was involved in the suppression of the Colorum insurrection in the Philippines in 1924. Fletcher was commander of the U.S.S. New Mexico from 1936-1941 and commander of Cruiser Division Six at Pearl Harbor during the Japanese attack on December 7, 1941.

Collection contains correspondences chiefly related to his naval service (1876-1960). Includes news clippings and information of the US occupation of Vera Cruz, letters, photographs, maps, speeches by Fletcher and others, diaries, maps, and sketches.
Keywords: Veracruz, Mexico, American occupation, World War I, World War II, Philippines, military history, naval history, Pearl Harbor. M, C, P

Frank E. Gaebelein Papers, 1942-1971 Acc.# 02480
16 items

Frank Ely Gaebelein (1899-1983) was an irenic minister and mountaineer.

Collection contains sermons, notebooks, and a manuscript from and about mountain climbing. Included in the places climbed and written about by Gaebelein is the Pico de Orizaba of Mexico.

Keywords: Mountaineering, recreation, travel and tourism, Pico de Orizaba, Mexico. R

Frank R. Shea Papers, 1933-1974 Acc.# 07895
1.28 cubic feet, 3 boxes

Frank R. Shea (1908-1978) was a journalist and news editor for United Press from 1935-1941 and the Office of War Information in Egypt from 1943-44. From 1945-46 he was chief of the US Information Service in Romania, and later director of the US propaganda for the American Mission for Aid to Greece from 1948-49. From 1950-1968 he was a Latin American correspondent for Time magazine.

Collection contains files of research, notes and articles from Shea’s work, including articles and photographs for Time on foreign policy, Latin America, and Argentina.

Keywords: Time magazine, foreign policy, Office of War Information, US Propaganda, foreign correspondent, Latin America, Argentina. P, M, C

Fred G. Farish Papers, 1901-1922 Acc.# 01052
1 cubic foot, 1 box

Fred Farish was the manager of the Humboldt mine in Colorado.

Collection consists of 7 scrapbooks kept by Farish containing photographs of mines, mining activities, and towns in both the Western United States and Mexico.

Keywords: Mexico, U.S. Southwest, mines, mineral resources, American miners. N, E, C
Frederic H. Lahee Papers, 1908-1971 Acc.# 05041
4.5 cubic feet, 10 boxes

Frederic Henry Lahee (1884-1968) received his PhD from Harvard in 1911 and taught at Massachusetts Institute of Technology before joining Sun Oil Company, where he was chief geologist from 1920-1947.

Collection contains correspondences, notes, drafts, illustrations, and reports from Lahee’s 6-edition work Field Geology. Also includes 16 mm film reels of trips to Venezuela (1926) and Mexico City (1935), as well as reports on oil in Peru and Argentina.

Keywords: Oil, Sun Oil Co., Mexico, Peru, Argentina, Venezuela. N, R, E

Frederick L. Knouse Papers, 1940-1957 Acc.# 08772
1.25 cubic feet, 3 boxes

Frederick L. Knouse was a mining engineer.

Collection contains mining reports, research files, and maps on California, Alaska, British Guiana, Ghana, Philippines, and Brazil. Includes legal documents concerning mining in Brazil.

Keywords: Brazil, Philippines, Guiana, California, mining, mineral resources. N, E

G. Robert Coatney Papers, 1900-1980 Acc.# 05467
5.37 cubic feet, 11 boxes

George Robert Coatney (1902-1990) was with the US National Institute of Health from 1938-1968, specializing in tropical disease, particularly malaria. He was head of the NIH parasite chemotherapy laboratory from 1959-66, and was president of the American Society of Parasitologists in 1975.

Collection contains correspondences, diaries, photographs, reports, scrapbooks, lecture notes and other material on Coatney’s career in parasitology. Includes articles and reports on malaria in Guiana and Venezuela.

Keywords: Malaria, US National Institute of Health, tropical diseases, American Society of Parasitologists, Guiana, Venezuela. P, C
Gale W. McGee New Accretions, 1938-1981 Acc.# 09800
17.02 cubic feet, 26 boxes + 2 folders

Gale William McGee (1915-1992) was a professor of the University of Wyoming, and later served three terms in the US Senate. After leaving the Senate, he was ambassador to the Organization of American States and worked for the approval of the Panama Canal Treaty.

Collection contains interview transcripts, scrapbooks, photographs, reel-to-reel tapes, slides, and a phonograph record mostly relating to McGee’s time as a US Senator. Includes files, films, photographs, and reports on foreign affairs, US foreign policy, immigration, foreign relations, foreign assistance, foreign trade, the CIA, and the Appropriations Committee’s work in South American countries including Cuba, Dominican Republic, Brazil, Chile, Paraguay, and Peru. Other countries represented are Mexico, Guatemala, and Panama.

Keywords: US Senators, US foreign policy, immigration, Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee, foreign relations, CIA, foreign aid, Appropriations Committee, President Julio Montegro, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Brazil, Chile, Paraguay, Peru, Mexico, Guatemala, Panama. P, C

Some material in Russian.

Garrett W. Price Papers, 1909-1976 Acc.# 03202
5.42 cubic feet, 12 boxes

Garrett Price was born in Kansas in 1895. After moving to Wyoming, he attended the University of Wyoming from 1912-14 before attending the Chicago Institute of Art. After graduation, Price worked as an illustrator for the Chicago Tribune from 1916-1925 and later moved to New York, where he eventually found a job with The New Yorker for the next forty years as an illustrator and cartoonist. Price also created artwork and covers for several other magazines.

Collection contains originals and copies of Price’s covers and cartoons for The New Yorker, The Saturday Evening Post, Tide, Scribner’s, Stage, the Office of War Information, and others. Several cartoons reflect on US/Latin American political or military relations, American businesses in Mexico, tourism, and the US West. Also includes Price’s diaries.

Keywords: Cartoons, Office of War Information, The New Yorker, The Saturday Evening Post, Tide, Scribner’s, Stage, US/Latin American relations, tourism. C, P
George T. Beck Papers, 1869-1943 Acc.# 00059
19.12 cubic feet, 35 boxes

George Washington Thornton Beck (1856-1943) was the son of US Senator James Burnie Beck. He came to Wyoming from Kentucky in 1879 as a sheep rancher, and in 1895 formed the Shoshone Land and Irrigation Company with William “Buffalo Bill” Cody, which undertook construction of the town Cody, Wyoming. Beck later served as president of the last Wyoming Territorial Council and in the Wyoming State Legislature in 1913 and 1915.

Collection contains papers and files from Beck’s political and business career. Includes a diary of a trip that George and James Beck (1878-1968) took to Havana, Cuba in 1889.

Keywords: Wyomingites, travel and tourism, Cuba. R, C

George B. Cole Scores, 1951-1967 Acc.# 03497
1 cubic foot, 2 boxes

George B. Cole worked as an arranger for CBS from 1941 to 1956 before becoming a composer for motion pictures. He also composed orchestral and popular music.

Collection contains scores composed by Cole for musicals, orchestras, samba and other Latin American arrangements. Several of the musical arrangements were broadcast to South America during World War II.

Keywords: Musical score, Latin American music, American composers, WWII. C, M

Some materials in Spanish.

George C. O’Neill and Nena O’Neill Papers, 1948-2000 Acc.# 07995
27.10 cubic feet, 45 boxes

George Caracena O’Neill (1921-1980) was a professor of anthropology, an architectural engineer, and author. His wife, Nena (1923-2006), was also an anthropologist and popular writer. George worked on some projects in Chalco, Mexico and did some creative drawing and painting. Nena made a career in popular psychology.

Collection contains research materials on marriage, relationships and family, as well as articles published for the Central American Cosmopolitan, and notes on archeology and social anthropology in Mexico and Puerto Rico.

Keywords: Cosmopolitan, anthropology, Central America, Venezuela, Mexico, Puerto Rico. C, R, W
Some material in Spanish.

George C. Taylor Papers, 1943-1986 Acc.# 09306
26.35 cubic feet, 27 boxes + 1 expandable envelope

George Carroll Taylor (1915-2008) began his career with the US Geological Survey in 1937. From 1950-55 he also worked with the Geological Survey of India, before becoming a USGS chief in the office International Hydrology. Taylor worked on foreign projects across Asia, Africa, the Middle East, and South America. His experiences were documented in a 12-volume unpublished memoir, *Ten Years with the Mercenaries of International Development, 1975-1985*.

Collection contains Taylor’s unpublished memoirs, field notebooks from El Salvador, Nicaragua, Haiti, Chile and Panama, and numerous photographs and albums of local people, events, and places in Peru, Bolivia, Chile, Mexico, Argentina, and Paraguay. Includes information on several state and international organizations including the USGS, US Department of Interior, ANSCO, and UNESCO.

Keywords: USGS, US Department of Interior, ANSCO, UNESCO, international development, El Salvador, Nicaragua, Haiti, Chile, Panama, Peru, Bolivia, Chile, Mexico, Argentina, Paraguay, Potosí.

Some material in Spanish, French.

George W. Tower Papers, 1900-1968 Acc.# 03133
13.95 cubic feet, 31 boxes

George W. Tower worked for Thayer Lindsley and his company, Ventures Limited, as a mineral scout from 1925-27, and as a mining engineer from 1935-47, and became director of two Ventures subsidiaries, La Luz Mines (1942-55) and Eureka Corporation (1942-47). From 1947-1953, Tower was general manager for the Hochschild Companies’ South American mining interests, and in 1955 he became an independent mining consultant for several companies, including those of Thayer Lindsley. Until the mid 1960s, Tower was again the director of the Eureka Corporation.

Collection contains mining files, reports, maps, graphs, finances related to the Eureka Corporation, several Thayer Lindsley companies, Tower and Bowers, and Tower-Wiles. Records of Tower’s work in South America includes maps, reports, and clippings from Argentina, Bolivia, Guiana, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, the Dominican Republic, Guatemala, Honduras, Jamaica, Nicaragua, Panama, Peru, Uruguay, and Venezuela.

Keywords: Mineral exploration, mining engineer, Ventures Limited, Hochschild Company, Explorer’s Club, Argentina, Bolivia, Guiana, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica,
Cuba, the Dominican Republic, Guatemala, Honduras, Jamaica, Nicaragua, Panama, Peru, Uruguay, Venezuela. N, E

Some material in Spanish.

George A. Wallis Papers, ca.1950-ca.1969 Acc.# 00660
.45 cubic feet, 1 box

George A. Wallis was a journalist and author.

Collection contains photocopied correspondences, manuscripts, and printed materials on the history of the American West, particularly in ranching and agriculture. Also contains some correspondence and photographs of General John Pershing’s 1916-17 expedition against Pancho Villa.

Keywords: Pancho Villa, Mexican Revolution, General John J. Pershing, Western ranching and agriculture. M, C

George F. Weaton Papers, 1908-1986 Acc.# 04158
13 cubic feet, 13 boxes

George Frederick Weaton Jr. was a mining engineer working for the Cerro de Paso Copper Corporation in Peru from 1937 to 1947. He also worked for the St. Joseph Lead Company on Missouri (1947-57) and was director of the Ore Estimation Division of the University of Minnesota School of Mines (1957-82).

Collection contains correspondences, papers, and photographs of the Cerro de Pasco Copper Corporation in Peru. Map and materials on Minnesota are also present.

Keywords: Mining engineering, Cerro de Paso Copper Corporation, Peru. N, E

Gerald W. Olson Papers, 1960-1986 Acc.# 03826
6.75 cubic feet, 15 boxes

Gerald W. Olson taught soil science at Cornell University starting in 1962, and also served as a soil consultant in Iran, Central American, and South America.

Collection contains correspondences, consulting reports, and articles by Olson. Includes articles by Olson on soil development in Latin America, Venezuela, Brazil, and El Salvador, as well as notes pertaining to the InterAmerican Center for Water and Soil Development.
Keywords: Soil development, Latin American soil use, InterAmerican Center for Water and Soil Development, Venezuela, Brazil, El Salvador. N, P

Some material in Spanish.

**H. Harper McKee Papers, 1915- 1951 Acc.# 05936**
**1.35 cubic feet, 3 boxes**

H. Harper McKee (1891-1973) received an M.A. in geology from the University of Chicago in 1912 and was a petroleum prospector in Central America, Texas and Oklahoma from 1915-1920. He was later a partner with consulting engineers Brokow, Dixon and McKee.

Collection contains McKee’s diaries while conducting petroleum exploration in Texas, Venezuela, Peru and Panama from 1915-1920. Includes 6 negative albums of water resources, dams and local scenery in Panama, Peru, Puerto Rico and Mexico (1919-1920), as well as maps of Oklahoma and Venezuela (1948).

Keywords: Mexico, Panama, Peru, Puerto Rico, Venezuela, Texas, Oklahoma, petroleum exploration, maps, water resources. N, E

**H. W. Straley Papers, 1917- 1953 Acc.# 03396**
**14.4 cubic feet, 32 boxes**

H.W. Straley III (1906-1979) was a geological engineer for Seneca Oil Company (1926-1928) and Pocatello Coal and Coke Company (1930-1931). Straley was an instructor of geological engineering at the University of North Carolina (1934-1939), head of the geology department at Baylor University (1939-1942) and was a partner in the firm of Johnson and Straley (1936-1942).

Collection contains correspondences, maps, reports, notes, newspaper clippings, postcards, photographs, and 5 scrapbooks covering petroleum in several Latin American countries. Includes Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Columbia, Cuba, Venezuela, Ecuador, Paraguay, Peru, Barbados, Jamaica, Haiti, Mexico, Trinidad, and Guatemala.

Keywords: Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Columbia, Cuba, Venezuela, Ecuador, Paraguay, Peru, Barbados, Jamaica, Haiti, Mexico, Trinidad, Guatemala, petroleum, 8th American Scientific Congress, American oil fields in Latin America. N, E

Some materials in Spanish.

**H.W. Tilman Diaries, 1934- 1965 Acc.# 02456**
**1.15 cubic feet, 3 boxes**
Harold William Tilman (1898-1977) was an English mountaineer from 1929-1945, and later and avid sailor. He served in the British Special Services during WWII.

Collection contains of Tilman’s diaries from 1934 to 1965, including accounts of traveling and sailing to South America, and specifically to Patagonia.

Keywords: English mountaineers, sailing, Patagonia, South America.

Harold Blackwood Papers, 1907-1971 Acc.# 09256
2.75 cubic feet, 7 boxes

Harold Blackwood was a mining engineer who spent much of his career in Mexico.

Collection contains approximately 140 geological reconnaissance reports on various Mexican mine prospects from 1907-1954. Also present are correspondences, maps, charts, and photographs.

Keywords: Mexico, mines, minerals, American miners, geological surveys.

Some materials in Spanish and French.

Harold W.C. Prommel Papers, 1914-1970 Acc.# 02283
5.85 cubic feet, 13 boxes

Harold W.C. Prommel (1887-1970) was a miner in South America and the western United States from 1902-1917. From 1917-1965 he worked as a consulting geologist and mining engineer in the western United States, Mexico, South America, and the USSR before serving as the president of Prommel Mining Company from 1932-1934, which conducted gold placer mining near Rollinsville, Colorado.

Collection contains diaries, correspondences and photographs from Prommel’s work, including several from Brazil and Mexico, as well as a large number of postcards from Mexico, Central and South America. Also contains records of the Prommel Mining Company.

Keywords: Mining engineering, US West, Mexico, Central America, South America, Brazil.

Harold S. Sloan Papers, 1927-1970 Acc.# 05868
.9 cubic feet, 2 boxes
Harold Stephenson Sloan (1887-1988) was head of De Camp and Sloan Inc., a manufacturing firm in New Jersey, from 1908-1925. He later taught economics and sociology at several universities, including New Jersey State Teachers College, New York University, and Columbia University from 1927-1964. Sloan was also executive director of the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation for Economic Research and Education from 1936-1945.

Collection contains pamphlets and books written by Sloan, as well as research material. This includes information on Cuba, and reports on education development in Peru.

Keywords: Education development, sociology, Cuba, Peru. C, P

Some material in Spanish.

*Harold A. Titcomb Papers, 1870-1975 Acc.# 02220*

13.02 cubic feet, 32 boxes + model

Harold Abbott Titcomb (1874-1953) graduated from Columbia University School of Mines in 1898 and spent his career as mining engineer across the United States, Mexico, South America, Eastern Europe, Russia, and Siberia. In 1900, Titcomb became the assistant manager of the Carissa Gold Mine at South Pass City in Wyoming, and later the General Manager of the Camp Bird Gold Mine in Ouray, Colorado. From 1910-1919 he served as a consulting engineer for the Guggenheim Exploration Company in London, for the Esperanza Gold Mine in El Oro, Mexico from 1912-1918, and for the Trepaca Mines Limited in Yugoslavia from 1925-1932.

Collection contains mining reports and notes, reports and maps for the Guggenheim Exploration Company and Esperanza Gold Mine, and notes on exploration and mining in Chile, Mexico, and Nicaragua. Includes research material, correspondences, charts, maps, financial records, pamphlets, and a clear plastic model of a mine in Verespatak, Hungary.

Keywords: Guggenheim Exploration Co., Esperanza Gold Mine, mining engineering, South America, Mexico, Chile, Nicaragua. N, E

*Harry C. Dudley Papers, 1881-1972 Acc.# 06523*

35 cubic feet, 78 boxes + 1 folder

Collection contains files on mines and mining properties in Africa and North, Central, and South America, especially Canada, the Rocky Mountains, and Mexico. Includes annual reports, assay reports, contracts, correspondences, maps, photographs, and stock certificates. Covers mines and locations in Bolivia, Brazil, Honduras, Nicaragua, Chile, Colombia, Mexico, and Venezuela, including reports on local politics and economies.
Keywords: Mining in South America, Bolivia, Brazil, Honduras, Nicaragua, Chile, Colombia, Mexico, Venezuela, US southwest. N, E, P

Some material in Spanish.

*Harry Stewart Papers, c.1850- c.1950 Acc.# 00644*
51 boxes

Collection contains diaries, books, photographs, postcards, correspondences, banking statements, newspapers (some in Spanish), dime novels on the US West and the US/Mexico Border, and stereoscope slides. Topics covered include cattle ranching, agriculture, the US/Mexico border, and Mexican people and places.

Keywords: Ranching, agriculture, Us West, US/Mexico border, Dime Novels, popular culture, Mexico. C, E

Some material in Spanish.

*Henry Warren Balgooyen Papers, 1956-1968 Acc.# 05011*
.45 cubic feet, 1 box

Henry W. Balgooyen, an economist, was with American & Foreign Power Company from 1936-1968. He was an executive vice-president of the company at the time of his retirement.

Collection contains speeches on Latin American economic conditions, private enterprise, and industrialization, as well as photographs of Balgooyen with politicians and businessmen, and pamphlets on the American & Foreign Power Co.

Keywords: Economy, private business, American business, electric power companies, Latin America, industrialization, Pan Americanism, inflation, international finance, Eisenhower, Lyndon B. Johnson, Chile, Caribbean, Mexico. E, P

*Henry Blanchard Freeman Papers, 1860-1914 Acc.# 00153*
.25 cubic feet, 2 boxes

Freeman (1837-1915) served with the Union army in the Civil War and was captured and held at Libby prison outside of Richmond, Virginia in September 1863. Along with other prisoners, he escaped twice and was able to rejoin the Union forces in February 1865. Freeman later served at Fort Phil Kearny and Fort Fetterman in Wyoming, the Sioux War of 1876, and in Cuba and the Philippines during the Spanish-American War. Freeman retired in 1901 at the rank of brigadier general to a ranch outside of Douglas, Wyoming. His daughter Julia was married to Robert D. Carey, a Wyoming governor and U.S.
senator.

Collection contains 18 pieces of correspondence, including letters from Libby Prison, the Sioux War, and the Spanish-American War. Also included are service records, news clippings, and photographs of Freeman’s Wyoming ranch.

Keywords: Cuba, Spanish-American War, Civil War, military records, Wyoming ranches, Libby Prison. M, C

*Hiram B. Wood Papers, 1923-1962 Acc.# 04087*
* .9 cubic feet, 2 boxes*

Hiram Bud Wood (b. 1911) was a district geologist for the Colorado Plateau Exploration Division of the US Atomic Energy Commission in Grand Junction, Colorado as of 1953. John G. Barry, who has some materials in this collection, was a consulting mining geologist in Texas who did much of his work in Mexico.

Collection contains materials related to the Atomic Energy Commission and uranium exploration, mostly in Colorado. Includes maps of Mexico, details of Wood’s excursions to Mexico, and information on the International Geological Conference.

Keywords: US Atomic Energy Commission, mining geologists, Mexico, International Geological Conference. N, E

Some material in Spanish.

*Howard F. Fogel Papers, c. 1956- c. 1973 Acc.# 04260*
* 79 boxes*

Collection contains chiefly articles about American domestic life, consumer culture, international trade, and art, as well as research, notes, and interviews conducted for those articles. Topics covered include world markets, food, clothing, fine art, domestic spaces, Latin America, Mexico, and Puerto Rico.

Keywords: American culture, consumerism, international trade, art, domestic life, Latin America, Mexico, Puerto Rico. C, E

Some material in Spanish.
Hugo Butler Papers, 1937-1971 Acc.# 03208
6 cubic feet, 8 boxes

Hugo Butler (1914-1968) wrote several screenplays and was nominated for an academy award before being blacklisted from Hollywood in 1951. He then moved to Mexico and worked with film director Luis Buñuel. He later lived in Italy as well.

Collection contains scripts, production notes, reviews, and other material related to movie production from Butler’s career in the USA, Mexico, and Italy.

Keywords: Hollywood, film, screenwriting, Mexican film, Mexico, Luis Buñuel. C

Some material in Spanish.

I. S. Bartlett Papers, 1866- c.1964 Acc.# 00979
10 items

Ichabod Sargent Bartlett (1838-1925) served with the 10th New Hampshire Infantry during the Civil War, and continued in the US Army until 1868, working as a paymaster in New Mexico, Arizona, and Texas. While in Texas, he became friends with Mexican President Benito Juárez.

Collection contains newspaper clippings, a genealogy of the Bartlett family, and a photograph of Benito Juárez from 1966.

Keywords: Benito Juárez, Texas. M, P

Ira Beaman Joralemon Papers, 1911-1967 Acc.# 04043
5.85 cubic feet, 13 boxes

Ira B. Joralemon was a mining consultant with a 1907 master’s degree in mining and metallurgy from Harvard University. He was employed by the Calument and Arizona Mining Company from 1907-1922, with a leave for service with the US Army Signal Corps in France during WWI. In 1922 he began a private practice as a consulting mining engineer and geologist in San Francisco, and later served on the War Productions Board and with the Metals Reserve Company during WWII. Joralemon was later chairman of the Atomic Energy Commission’s Advisory Committee on Raw Materials before retiring in 1973.

Collection contains reports, maps, diagrams, photographs, and correspondences about various minerals and mines, including some in Mexico, Cuba, Guatemala, and Latin America.
Keywords: Economic geology, WWII, WWI, Atomic Energy Commission, Latin America, Mexico, Cuba, Guatemala. N, E, M

Some material in Spanish.

*Irving Wallace Papers, 1935-1984* Acc.# 02142
170.19 cubic feet, 245 boxes + 2 folders

Irving Wallace (1916-1990) wrote for numerous magazines and his work appeared in *The Saturday Evening Post, Esquire, Cosmopolitan, Reader’s Digest, Saturday Review, American Mercury, Liberty,* and *Collier’s Coronet.* Wallace was a very popular American author who wrote 15 books and several screenplays.

Collection contains lots of material focused on Wallace’s writings, from notes and correspondences to drafts and proofs. Several copies of his works are included, printed in several foreign languages. Amongst the personal papers are correspondences with the Foreign Service, maps and guides of the Honduras jungles, and a copy of the *People’s Almanac,* which contains information on several foreign countries.

Keywords: Writers, Foreign Service, travel and tourism, Honduras. C, R, P

Some material in Spanish, German, Japanese, Yugoslavian, Dutch, Norwegian, Italian, Portuguese, and French.

*Irwin Morris Tobin Papers, 1932-1982* Acc.# 08730
5 cubic feet, 5 boxes

Irwin M. Tobin (1913-1982), a foreign service officer, worked for the U.S. Office of War Information in London during World War II. He joined the U.S. Department of State as a European labor advisor in 1945, and was later assigned to embassies in Austria, Germany and Yugoslavia. He served as the State Department's officer in charge of NATO political affairs from 1959-1961 and was an advisor on international affairs for the Office of Science and Technology in the Executive Office of the President from 1963-1965.

Collection contains correspondence files, notes, manuscripts, memorandums, newspaper clippings, and speeches relating to Tobin’s work with the Office of War Information, Department of State, and Office of Science and Technology. Includes some material on American foreign policy, Cuba, tourism in Latin America, NATO, Peru, and the Panama Canal.

Keywords: Office of Science and Technology, Department of State, NATO, Cuba, Peru, American Foreign Policy, NATO. M, P
**J. Herbert Sawyer Papers, 1909-1984 Acc.# 08307**
9 cubic feet, 9 boxes


Collection contains materials related to Sawyer’s chapter in *Trek of the Oil Finders*, and includes notes, maps, correspondences, and clippings pertaining to oil exploration in Venezuela, Ecuador, Chile, Brazil, Colombia, Peru, Argentina, Trinidad, Panama, Bolivia, Cuba, and the Caribbean. Also present are several Foreign Scouting Service Reports for Latin America.

Keywords: Petroleum exploration, Standard Oil Co., American Association of Petroleum Geologists, Overseas Exploration Reports, Foreign Scouting Service, Central America, Latin America, Venezuela, Ecuador, Chile, Brazil, Colombia, Peru, Argentina, Trinidad, Panama, Bolivia, Cuba, the Caribbean. N, E

Some material in Spanish.

**J. Kenneth Brooke Papers, 1907-1969 Acc.# 03521**
9 cubic feet, 20 boxes

James Kenneth Brooke (1900-1968) was a geologist and mining engineer who spent the early part of his career in Mexico and South America as an engineer for the Mexican Mining Department of the American Smelting and Refining Company in Peru (1925-29), an assistant manager for the Inca Mining and Development Company in Peru (1930-33), and mine superintendent for St. Joseph Lead’s Cia. Minera Aguilar in Argentina (1933-36). He returned to the United States as a mine superintendent for the Howe Sound Company in Washington (1937-46), then served as partner in Pacific Drilling Company in Oregon (1946-50), an administrative engineer for Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corporation in California (1951-61), and as vice president of Western Mining Associates in California (1961-65). Brooke operated the J. Kenneth Brooke Associates consulting firm in Palo Alto, California, from 1966 until his death in 1968.

Collection contains personal and business correspondences, as well as reports on Costa Rica geology and the Irazu Volcano, Mexican/American mining relations, the Mexican cement industry, and exploration reports, finances, maps and prospects in Ecuador, Guatemala, Mexico, Central America, Costa Rica, Caribbean, Colombia, the US Southwest, and the Philippines.
Keywords: American Smelting and Mining Co., Inca Mining and Development Co., Peru, Costa Rica, Mexico, Mexican/American mining relations, Ecuador, Guatemala, Central America, Caribbean, Colombia, US Southwest, mining and exploration. N, E

Some material in Spanish.

J. M. Boutwell Papers, 1887-1950 Acc.# 03027
5.82 cubic feet, 12 boxes

John Mason Boutwell, a mining geologist, received a master’s degree from Harvard in 1896 and taught in its Geology Department from 1896-1900. From 1896-1908 he was employed by the United States Geological Survey, and was a consulting mining geologist in the United States and Peru from 1908 until retiring in the 1950’s. His clients included Phelps, Didge & Company, Cerro de Paso Copper Corporation, and Silver King Coalition Mining Company.

Collection contains correspondences, reports, research material and notes, geologic maps, and speeches. Includes material on the International Geological Conference, as well as a scrapbook of photographs from a 1929 trip to Peru.

Keywords: United States Geological Survey, consulting mining geologist, Cerro de Pasco Copper Corporation, Peru. N, E, P

J. Walter Drake Papers, 1898-1941 Acc.# 06560
2.8 cubic feet, 6 boxes

John Walter Drake served in the Navy during the Spanish American War and practiced law in Detroit, Michigan, from 1896-1908. He was president and later chairman of the Hupp Motor Car Company which he co-founded with his brother Joseph R. Drake in 1908. Drake was assistant secretary of the U.S. Department of Commerce from 1923-1927 and in 1929 headed the U.S. delegation to the Second Pan American Highway Congress in Rio de Janiero.

Collection contains six scrapbooks of newspaper clippings, correspondence, photographs, maps, pamphlets, and memorabilia. Includes Pan-American Journalist Congress, inauguration of Herbert Hoover, Pan American Highway Congress, economic and political conditions in South America, as well as correspondences with various Presidents and politicians across the Americas.

Keywords: Import/Export, Pan-Americanism, Department of Commerce, Highway Congress, Brazil, Mexico, Argentina, Chile, Peru, Panama, Venezuela, transportation, automobile industry. E, P, T
Some documents in Spanish, Portuguese.

**Jacob Baker Papers, 1922-1967 Acc.# 06219**

*1.35 cubic feet, 3 boxes*

Jacob Baker (1895-1967) was managing director of Vanguard Press from 1926-1933. He was an official with the Federal Emergency Relief, Civil Works, and Works Progress Administrations from 1933-1937 and was the chairman of the U.S. Inquiry on Cooperative Enterprise from 1936-1937. Baker was president of the United Federal Workers of America from 1937-1940 and a planning consultant to the Federal Works Agency during World War II. He later became chairman of the board of the Economic Forecasting Institute.

Collection contains correspondences (including Upton Sinclair, Henry Morgenthau, and John L. Lewis), memorandums, meeting summaries, and the final published report of the Inquiry on Cooperative Enterprise. Includes information on the Latin American Public Work Reserve, the Mexican debt situation, Mexican oil, and Mexican/British oil claims.

Keywords: U.S. Inquiry on Cooperative Enterprise, public works, Mexico, Mexican debt, Mexican oil, British debt, Latin American Public Work Reserve. P, E, C, N

**James Chapman Motion Picture Films, 1945-1959 Acc.# 12558**

*1 cubic foot, 1 box*

James Chapman (b.1911) was manager of the Rawlins Electric Company in Rawlins, Wyoming in the 1950s. In this time, he became an international director of the Lion’s Club, and in the capacity he and his wife Helen traveled to South America around 1955. They visited Chile, Argentina, Brazil, and Mexico, and Chapman documented these travels on video camera.

Collection contains color films of the family in Rawlins, Wyoming, and their travels across South America.

Keywords: Lions Club, international tourism, film, Chile, Argentina, Brazil, Mexico. C, R

**James Manly Daniels Papers, 1921-1985 Acc.# 06371**

*33 cubic feet, 38 boxes*

James Manly Daniels (b.1926) was a journalist and writer for the *Reader’s Digest* in the 1960s and 1970s, and the journal’s “Roving Editor” in the 1980s.
Collection contains topic files of materials used by Daniels for articles in Reader’s Digest. Includes information on inflation and economic crisis in Latin America and the 1962 Cuban Missile Crisis.

Keywords: Reader’s Digest, economics in Latin America, Cuban Missile Crisis. C, P

**James C. Douglass Papers, 1953-1976 Acc.# 08228**
.45 cubic feet, 1 box

James C. Douglass was a civil engineer on international water projects for the US Bureau of Reclamation and the World Bank.

Collection contains correspondences and reports by Douglass while he was working in the USA, Afghanistan, India, Thailand, Turkey, and Mexico. Includes information on water laws and river rehabilitation projects in Mexico and Colombia.

Keywords: US Bureau of Reclamation, World Bank, water resource engineering, Mexico, Colombia. P, N

**Jane Powell Papers, 1911-1993 Acc.# 05573**
23.66 cubic feet, 45 boxes + 1 other

Jane Powell (b.1929), originally named Suzanne Burce, was an actress and singer who began her career in 1943 at the age of 13. An appearance was arranged for the young singer on the radio network broadcast of Hollywood Showcase, and about a week later her screen test for MGM was pronounced a success -- Suzanne Burce became Jane Powell. She was under contract with Metro-Goldwyn Mayer to 1957. Motion pictures in which she performed include "Holiday in Mexico," "Royal Wedding," "Athena," "Seven Brides for Seven Brothers." Some of her nightclub engagements were in Las Vegas and New York City. In 1959, she was the star of the television version of "Meet Me In St. Louis."

Collection contains correspondences, certificates and contracts, costumes, photographs, scrapbooks and newspaper and periodical clippings. The bulk of the collection consists of sheet music, musical arrangements and music scores. Many of the music scores have annotations by music arrangers such as Buddy Bregman, Bob Thompson, Harry Zimmerman, Frank Denning and others. Photographs in the collection include movie stills from "Holiday in Mexico," "Nancy goes to Rio," and many more. Also included in the collection are photographs from Jane Powell's stage productions, nightclub appearances and publicity photographs. The collection also contains several movie and television scripts including "A Date with Judy," "Holiday in Mexico," "Luxury Liner," "Song of the Open Road," "The Sobbin' Woman," and "Two Weeks in Love."

Keywords: Hollywood, American film, American actresses, American singers, American
perspectives of Latin America, Mexico, Brazil. W, C

Jay L. Torrey Papers, 1802-1941 Acc.# 00585
6.25 cubic feet, 10 boxes

Jay Lin Torrey (1852-1920) came to Wyoming with his brother, Robert, in the 1890s to help establish the Owl Creek Livestock Company, the Embar Cattle Company, and the Anchor Cattle Company. He served in the Wyoming House of Representatives in 1895 and later organized the Second US Volunteer Cavalry for the Spanish-American War, a group known as “Torrey’s Rough Riders.” All 600 members of the cavalry left Wyoming for Florida, but were involved in a train wreck and never made it to Cuba.

Collection contains information on Torrey’s Rough Riders, including scrapbooks, veteran lists, songs, and memorabilia, as well as general notes and information on the military preparation for the Spanish-American War.

Keywords: Spanish-American War, Torrey’s Rough Riders, Cuba, Florida, Wyoming. M

Joel Ijams Brooke Papers, 1918-1983 Acc.# 08547
9.7 cubic feet, 11 boxes

Joel Ijams Brooke (1915-1982) was a sociologist and peace activist, as well as a partner in the Elmo Roper public opinion research firm from 1952-64. He taught sociology at New York University from 1966-69, and was awarded his PhD from Columbia University in 1974. Brooke was a trustee of the Fund for Peace from its establishment in 1967 until his death in 1982, and served as its president from 1976-79.

Collection contains notes, interview transcripts, reports, and research on sociology, public opinion, the US Office of Naval Reserve, Non-Governmental Organizations, and Fund for Peace. Includes photographs of a Fund for Peace trip to Cuba, and notes from a trip to Mexico.

Keywords: Fund for Peace, public opinion, peace groups, NGOs, international relations, Mexico, Cuba. C, P, R

John E. Burton Papers, 1853-1917 Acc.# 03085
2.7 cubic feet, 6 boxes

John Edgar Burton was a Lake Geneva, Wisconsin businessman and mining financier starting in 1870, after having tried teaching and running a newspaper. In 1885 he started iron and copper mining operations in the Gogebic Range of Wisconsin and Michigan, and later gold/crystal mining in California, silver mining in Colorado and Mexico, and tin mining in Alaska. Burton became a millionaire and amassed an enormous collection of
Abraham Lincoln memorabilia, which he lost in the late 1890s when his mining business failed.

Collection contains materials relating to Burton’s mining interests in Wisconsin, California, Colorado, Alaska, and Mexico. His personal items include letters to his wife, Lucretia, and diaries of trips to Alaska, Siberia, Mexico and Cuba. A few pieces of his Lincolniana collection are included.

Keywords: Mine financing, gold mining, silver, tine, crystals, California, Colorado, Alaska, Mexico, Cuba.

John Edward Brantly Papers, 1920-1972 Acc.# 04423
26.8 cubic feet, 50 boxes

John Edward Brantly (1892-1977) was assistant state geologist for the state of Georgia from 1914-1917. After serving in WWI, he became chief foreign geologist for Atlantic Refining Company, Inc. In 1929 he organized Drilling & Exploration Company, which conducted petroleum exploration in South America. Brantly served as the president of the company until 1952. He also founded the American Association of Oil Well Drilling Contractors in 1939 and was its president from 1939-1941.

Collection contains material relating to Brantly’s career as a petroleum geologist, including the manuscript and photographs for “History of Oil Well Drilling,” correspondences, speeches, and records on oil well drilling and petroleum mining. Also contains information on South American operations and maps of Peru, Mexico, Trinidad, and Venezuela as well as reports on Latin American engineers. Poetry by Brantly and his genealogical history are also present.

Keywords: Oil well drilling, petroleum engineering, Drilling & Exploration Co., petroleum exploration in South America, Peru, Mexico, Trinidad, Venezuela.

John Gray Douglas Papers, 1900-1974 Acc.# 06017
.9 cubic feet, 2 boxes

John Gray Douglas (1900-1974) earned a PhD in geology and paleontology from John Hopkins University in 1928. He worked as a subsurface geologist for Venezuela Gulf Oil Company from 1924-27, taught at the University of North Carolina form 1931-34, and returned to Venezuela Gulf Oil (now renamed Mene Grande Oil Co.) from 1934-1955. Douglas later taught at the University of Mississippi (1955-1970), and was chairman of the department from 1956-1965.

Collection contains a photograph album and oil reports of Venezuela, as well as contracts with the Venezuela Gulf Oil Company. Also includes articles written by Douglas and a copy of his dissertation.
Keywords: Venezuela Gulf Oil Co., Mene Grande Oil Co., Venezuela. N, E

John H. Galey and H.T. Galey Papers, 1893-1960 Acc.# 05689
1.62 cubic feet, 3 boxes

John H. Galey (1840-1918) was a pioneer oil prospector in Pennsylvania, Kansas, and Texas, who was the first to effectively put anticline theory in oil into practice and discoverer of some of the first oil gushers with his partner James. M. Guffey. The two became the largest independent oil producers in the country with their business, Gulf Oil Corporation. John Galey’s son, H.T. Galey, was involved in the oil industry in the USA and Venezuela.

Collection contains business records, biographical information, correspondences, well logs and a 1907 diary. Also includes reports on oil development in Venezuela, a cartoon of Venezuela, and photographs of Mexico.

Keywords: Oil development, oil prospecting, Venezuela, US west. N, E

John B. Knaebel Papers, 1920-1976 Acc.# 10619
16 cubic feet, 43 boxes

John Ballantine Knaebel (1906-1991) was born in Denver, Colorado, graduated from Stanford in 1929, and worked for several years in various positions before becoming a mining engineer with Anaconda British Guiana mines in 1946. Knaebel worked for various Anaconda companies across South America, the USA, and Canada before becoming General Manager of New Mines and Vice President of Anaconda. He retired around 1976.

Collection contains information on Knaebel’s work for Anaconda, including legal documents, property files, geological reports, maps, records, and correspondences on mines in Mexico and Brazil.

Keywords: Mining, Anaconda, British Guiana, Mexico, Brazil. N, E

John Roy Pemberton Papers, 1876-1962 Acc.# 07024
42 cubic feet, 75 boxes

John Roy Pemberton (1884- c.1971) graduated from Stanford in 1909 as a petroleum engineer before becoming employed by the government of Argentina from 1910-15 to do topographical mapping and land classification studies. Pemberton later worked for Hamilton Oil Corp. (1916-23), Pan American Oil Corp. (1923-31), California crude oil producer’s as Oil Umpire (1932-40), and as a consulting geologist and petroleum
engineer (1940-60). He was also an ornithologist, and conducted several bird studies along the California and Baja California coastlines.

Collection contains business records, correspondences, reports, maps, charts, finances, legal documents, and diaries from Pemberton’s work, including field notes from Argentina (especially Patagonia) and reports on Mexican petroleum geology. Also present are slides, sheet music, and some material on ornithology.

Keywords: Mapping, petroleum geology, Argentina, Patagonia, Mexico. N, E

---

**John M. Tufts Papers, 1899-1972 Acc.# 08029**

*6.3 cubic feet, 14 boxes*

John Marshall Tufts (b. 1916) was a mining engineer and, from 1945-1962, he worked in mining exploration in Guatemala. In 1955 Tufts was employed by the American Zinc, Lead, and Smelting Co. as head of their Guatemalan exploration program, before returning to the United States in 1962 as mine superintendent of their Vinegar Hill Division.

Collection contains contracts, financial records, correspondences, maps, notebooks and reports chiefly on Guatemala and the American Zinc, Lead, and Smelting Co. Also includes some information on mining exploration in South America, International Union agreements, and several USGS publications.

Keywords: Mining exploration, American Zinc, Lead, and Smelting Co., Guatemala, South America, International Unions, USGS. N, E, P

---

**Joshua Bernhardt Papers, 1920-1971 Acc.# 06305**

*29 cubic feet, 40 boxes*

Joshua Bernhardt was an economist specializing in the sugar trade. He served in several positions with the federal government and private companies relating to the sugar industry, including chief of the Sugar Division of the U.S. Tariff Commission from 1923-1924, chief economist for the Sugar Section of the Agricultural Adjustment Administration from 1933-1943, chief of the Sugar Branch of the U.S. War Food Administration from 1943-1947 and director of the Sugar Statistics Service. He also wrote the book "Sugar, Wars, and Washington" (1969).

Collection features materials relating to Bernhardt’s career in the sugar trade, including correspondences with businesses and government administrations, reports, photographs, and books written by Bernhardt. Bernhardt’s collection contains a focus on Puerto Rico, including several reports by the University of Puerto Rico, American foreign relations and sugar industries in the Caribbean.
Keywords: Sugar, sugar industry, international business, foreign relations, Latin America, Puerto Rico, University of Puerto Rico, Secretary of Agriculture, FDA, USDA, migratory labor, Cuba, coffee. E, P, N

Some documents in Spanish.

Josiah Edward Spurr Papers, 1888-1957 Acc.# 02479
6.12 cubic feet, 13 boxes

Josiah Edward Spurr was an 1893 graduate of Harvard and field assistant with the Geological and Natural History Survey of Minnesota (1893-94), where he completed the first rough geological maps of the Mesabi Iron Range. In 1896 and 1898 he explored the interior of Alaska for the United States Geological Survey, and later worked for the USGS in Utah, Colorado, California, Nevada, and Washington. In 1897, Spurr represented the Unites States at the International Geological Conference in Russia, consulted for the Turkish government in 1900, and in 1906 he became the chief geologist for American Smelting and Refining Company before establishing his own private firm, Spurr and Cox, in 1908. In 1911, Spurr became vice president of Tonopah Mining Company, and during WWI was appointed to the Committee on Mineral Imports and Exports. He became the editor of *Engineering and Mining Journal*, and in 1930 was appointed professor of geology at Rollins College in Florida.

Collection contains mining reports, correspondences, and photographs about places where Spurr worked, including the Western United States, Canada, Alaska, Russia, Cuba, Nicaragua, and Mexico (around the time of the Mexican Revolution).

Keywords: American Smelting and Refining Company, USGS, International Geological Conference, Cuba, Nicaragua, Mexico, Mexican Revolution. N, E

Julian J. Vigil Papers, c. 1890- c.1972 Acc.# 03549
8 boxes

Collection contains articles, research, manuscripts, notes, and correspondences about Chicano/Mexican-American identity. Includes information on Chicano and Mexican folklore, New Mexico, and culture in Peru and Mexico, including articles by José Vasconcelos and *La Raza*.

Keywords: Chicanos, race movements, Mexican-American identity, folk culture, José Vasconcelos, Peru, Mexico, New Mexico, United States Southwest. C, P

Some material in Spanish.
Kenyon E. Richard Papers, 1937-1982 Acc.# 09721
49.75 cubic feet, 67 boxes

Kenyon E. Richard earned a bachelor of science in geological engineering from the University of Nevada in 1937, and dedicated his career to finding deposits of porphyry copper throughout the Western USA, Canada, Mexico, Central America, and South America. From 1937-45 he worked for Consolidated Copper Mines Corporation in Nevada, and moved to the American Smelting and Refining Company from 1945-1967. Richard later worked as a private consultant from 1967 until around 1982.

Collection contains geological reports, maps, charts, notes, photographs, and published papers about geology in Mexico, Central America, South America, and Peru. Includes lots of information on the American Smelting and Refining Company mining interests and operations across the Americas.

Keywords: American Smelting and Refining Co., Consolidated Copper Mines, South America, Central America, Mexico, Peru. N, E

Kessack Duke White Papers, 1911-1958 Acc.# 02116
4.05 cubic feet, 9 boxes

Kessack Duke White (b. 1887) was a geologist who performed structural mapping and petroleum exploration in Kentucky, Illinois, Turkey, Angola, Venezuela, Colombia, and Mexico between 1909 and 1921. From 1922-1949 he worked for Standard Oil Co., conducting foreign exploration in the Middle East, Europe, and South America. From 1951-57 White was a consultant for Continental Oil Co.’s exploration activities in the Rocky Mountains.

Collection contains materials related to petroleum exploration and structural mapping, and includes diaries, field notes, photographs, postcards, railroad and properties maps, and reports from Venezuela, Colombia, Mexico, Bolivia, Argentina, Chile, Brazil, and Nicaragua.

Keywords: Standard Oil Company of New Jersey, petroleum exploration, International Petroleum Corporation, Venezuela, Colombia, Mexico, Bolivia, Argentina, Chile, Brazil, Nicaragua. N, E

Knaebel Family Papers, 1714-1994 Acc.# 09963
9 cubic feet, 20 boxes

John H. Knaebel (b. 1840) emigrated with his parents from Belgium to New York and later became a lawyer. He and his family moved to Santa Fe in the New Mexico territory in 1880, and then to Denver, Colorado in 1891, where Knaebel practiced law and specialized in private land claims and Spanish land grant titles. He returned to Santa Fe in
1909 to support statehood efforts. Knaebel married Susan Dykeman Pray (d.1894) and they had two sons, Ernest and Arthur. Arthur was a prospector in New Mexico, and Ernest practiced law in New York and New Mexico, after graduating from Yale in 1897. Ernest worked in property law, and from 1907-1916 he worked for the Department of Justice and directed the Public Lands Division and litigation concerning Indian and public lands. He served as a reporter of opinions for the US Supreme Court from 1916-1944. Ernest married Cornelia Park in 1900 and had two sons, John Ballantine and Charles.

Collection contains material mainly related to the career of Ernest Knaebel, as well as information from John Knaebel and other members of the Knaebel family. Includes correspondences and photographs regarding the Mexican Revolution, legal material about land grants and property law, legal histories of property in Spanish, Mexican and American New Mexico, property maps, articles about New Mexico and Arizona statehoods, and a 1714 Spanish Conveyance.

Keywords: Arizona, New Mexico, statehood, Spanish New Mexico, legal history, property, land grants, Spanish royal land titles, Spanish Conveyance, Mexican Revolution. P, E, C, M

Some material in Spanish.

**L. Kenneth Wilson Papers, 1890- 1970 Acc.# 05374**

29 cubic feet, 60 boxes

Lloyd Kenneth Wilson (b.1910) graduated from Stanford University in 1932 before working as chief geologist for Cord Mining Interests (1939-44) and geologist/chief of the Southwest Division of the American Smelting and Refining Company of Salt Lake City (1944-53). After 1961, he worked as a consulting geologist. Wilson was also a collector of motion picture publicity stills.

Collection contains materials on mines and mining in the US West and Mexico, including reports, maps, photographs, and clippings. Also present are some reports on Central America, Argentina, and Venezuela with maps from National Geographic. Collection includes publicity stills of motion pictures and information from his family’s fruit shipping business, W.J. Wilson and Son.

Keywords: Mining, US West, Mexico, Central America, Venezuela, Argentina. N, E
Lawrence A. Cardoso Papers, 1946-1994 Acc.# 400011
10.37 cubic feet, 23 boxes

Cardoso (1940-1989) was a professor of history at the University of Wyoming from 1973-1989, specializing in Mexican history and authoring numerous works on Mexican history, Mexican migration, and Wyoming history. At the time of his death, he was completing a history of the U.S. Marshals in Wyoming and a study of Anglo and Mexican relations entitled "White and Brown."

Collection contains course materials, lecture notes, manuscript materials, and published works regarding Cardoso’s research on Mexican emigration, Mexican history, Mexican politics, American foreign policy, Wyoming history, Mexicans in Wyoming, and Anglo/Mexican relations. The collection is mostly focused on political approaches to emigration, with some cultural notes. There is also information relating to Cardoso’s employment as a professor of History and chair of the department while at the University of Wyoming.

Keywords: Mexican emigration, Mexico, labor, Anglo/Mexican relations, Mexicans in Wyoming, Wyoming history, American Southwest, emigration policy, University of Wyoming faculty. C, P

Leonard Clayton Yancey Papers Acc.# 03909
9 boxes

Collection contains correspondences, finance reports, maps, clippings, notebooks, photographs, and 69 diaries from Yancey’s career and relating to mining, steel, and American business in Latin America. Includes tax guides for US citizens abroad, and material from Bethlehem Iron Mines Company and the Iron Mines Company of Venezuela.


Some material in Spanish.

Lewis Einstein Papers, 1808-1968 Acc.# 01116
11.57 cubic feet, 22 boxes + artifacts

Lewis Einstein (1877-1967) was a diplomat, historian and art critic who began his Foreign Service career in 1903 as the third secretary of the American Embassy in Paris. He was later posted to Britain, Turkey, China, and Costa Rica. During WWI, Einstein served as the American diplomatic representative in charge of British interests in Bulgaria, before completing his diplomatic career as the US Minister to Czechoslovakia from 1921-1930. Einstein wrote poetry, articles, and books on American diplomatic

Collection contains information on Einstein’s diplomatic career and American foreign policy, including correspondences with US presidents, Supreme Court justices, secretaries, and other state officials. Although the bulk of material is centered on central Europe, it does include materials on US foreign policy in Central America and the culture, people, and governments of Argentina, Costa Rica, and Chile.

Keywords: American foreign policy, foreign diplomats, Central America, Argentina, Costa Rica, Chile.

Lewis George Weeks Papers, 1916-1977 Acc.# 08975
16 cubic feet, 16 boxes

Lewis George Weeks (1893-1977) was a petroleum geologist with Standard Oil Co., serving as a field geologist in South America (1924-1938), chief research geologist (1938-1953) and chief geologist (1953-58). In 1958, he became a geological consultant, and later was the chairman of Weeks Natural Resources until his death in 1977. During this time, Weeks was also president of the American Association of Petroleum Geologists from 1959-1960.

Collection contains notes, maps, and correspondences about petroleum exploration, Standard Oil Co., Peru, Bolivia, Mexico, Venezuela, Colombia, Argentina, Chile, Brazil, the Andes, Cananea Mine, and Patagonia. Includes National Geographic maps of several countries, as well as geological reports and some photographs.

Keywords: Standard Oil Company of New Jersey, National Geographic, petroleum exploration, Peru, Bolivia, Mexico, Venezuela, Colombia, Argentina, Chile, Brazil, the Andes, Cananea Mine, Patagonia. N, E

Some material in Spanish, Italian.

Lloyd M. Scofield Papers, 1890-1969 Acc.# 07286
39.15 cubic feet, 87 boxes

Lloyd M. Scofield (1897-1969) was a mining engineer, geologist, and expert on iron ore deposits and mineral resources around Lake Superior. Scofield worked in Michigan for Pickands Mather & Company (1922-36) and Calumet and Hecla Consolidated Copper Co. (1936-43) before moving to Minnesota to work again for Pickands Mather. From 1954 until 1969 he was a consulting geologist for international clients including the government of Peru, through the Corporación Peruana del Santa, and was a mineral reserve appraiser for the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development.
Collection contains reports, maps, charts, diagrams, photographs, and client files from Scofield’s consulting practice, including information on Mexico, Peru, and Venezuela.

Keywords: Corporación Peruana del Santa, International Bank, Peru National Reserves, Mexico, Peru, Venezuela. N, E, P

Some material in Spanish.

**Lowell S. Hilpert Papers, 1922-1977 Acc.# 08842**
2 cubic feet, 2 boxes

Collection contains maps, reports, correspondences, field notes, manuscripts and miscellaneous other materials related to Hilpert’s investigation of nonferrous metal resources in Brazil in 1975.

Keywords: Brazil, geology, mines and mineral resources. N, E

Some materials in Portuguese.

**Lyle H. Brothers Papers, 1965-1990 Acc.# 08287**
27.5 cubic feet, 29 boxes

Lyle and Florence Brothers were nutrition counselors in Florida who collected right-wing literature and propaganda.

Collection contains numerous pieces of right-wing material, including nativist, fundamentalist, anti-Semitic, Libertarian and Republican propaganda. It expresses viewpoints on several contemporary topics, from birth control to civil rights, and includes literature on Cuba, communism in Latin America, American business interests focused around the Panama Canal, and in oppositions of Latin American revolutions.

Keywords: Propaganda, racism, anti-communism, extremism, Cuba, Latin American revolutions, Panama Canal. C, P, E

**Margaret Mary Wood Papers, 1921-1972 Acc.# 06865**
.9 cubic feet, 2 boxes

Margaret Mary Wood (b.1888) was a sociologist, teacher and writer. In the 1920s she taught in the Philippines, Panama, and Turkey, as well as across the United States. In 1934 she earned her PhD from Columbia University and taught until 1946, when she moved to Japan as assistant social studies coordinator with the US Army Educational Project, Far East Command. She completed her teaching career in the USA and the Philippines between 1948 and 1957.
Collection contains correspondences, articles, travel souvenirs, and photographs from Wood’s work and travels, including many from Panama and the Panama Canal.

Keywords: Education, foreign education, Panama, Panama Canal. W, C, R

Some material in Spanish.

*Martin N. Gaines Papers, 1948-1975 Acc.# 07025*
2.8 cubic feet, 6 boxes

Martin N. Gaines (1890-1975) was a chemical engineer who worked in Mexico as an ore buyer for the American Smelting and Refining Company from c.1912 to 1948, after which he moved to Grand Junction, Colorado to work for a contractor for the Atomic Energy Commission’s uranium operations, Lucius Pitkin, Inc. Gaines was in charge of the uranium ore buying station in Utah in 1948, and retired in 1970 as project manager of Lucius Pitkin’s Western Uranium Project.

Collection contains correspondences, contracts, maps, blueprints, and photographs of Gaines’ career in the uranium industry. Includes an unpublished autobiography which details Gaines’ experiences in Mexico during the Mexican Revolution and his impressions of Pancho Villa.

Keywords: US Atomic Energy Commission, uranium mining, Mexico, Mexican Revolution, Pancho Villa. N, E, M

*Max L. Krueger Papers, 1901-1977 Acc.# 05942*
65 cubic feet, 65 boxes

Max L. Krueger (1902-1980) graduated from the University of Kansas in 1924 before working for Prairie Oil and Gas Company (1924-26), Venezuela Gulf Oil Company (1926-29) and as the chief geologist and manager of operations for West Gulf Oil Company (1929-49).


Keywords: Venezuela Gulf Oil Co., West Gulf Oil Co., Geological Society of America, American Association of Petroleum Geologists, South America, Paraguay, Peru, Trinidad, Venezuela, Guatemala, Mexico. N, E
Myles A. Walsh Papers, 1910-1984 Acc.# 08258
35 cubic feet, 29 boxes and 22 map tubes

Myles Alexander Walsh (1912-1984) was a mining engineer who spent the bulk of his career in foreign mining operations. These included the Cerro de Pasco Copper Corporation in Peru (1938-39), Metals Reserve Company in Cuba (1942-44), Rubber Development Corporation in Venezuela, Trinidad, and British Guiana (1945-46), the government of Afghanistan (1947-1951), Diamond Distributers, Inc. in French Equatorial Africa (1952-53), J.G. White Engineering Corporation in Taiwan (1954-56), Ford, Bacon & Davis, Inc. in Bolivia (1957-59) and the Turkish government (1960-64). He also worked as an engineer and private mining consultant for several American engineering companies.

Collection contains correspondences, maps, charts, notes, diaries, audiotapes, reports, and photographs from Walsh’s career in foreign industries across Central and South America.

Keywords: Cerro de Pasco Copper Corporation, Metals Reserve Company, Rubber Development Corporation, Ford Bacon & Davis Incorporated, Peru, Cuba, Venezuela, Trinidad, Guiana, Bolivia.

O.L. Rice Reports, 1959-1965 Acc.# 03006
.45 cubic feet, 1 box

O.L. Rice was an engineer with the United States Bureau of Reclamation and later a water resource development consultant.

Collection contains reports by Rice on water reclamation projects in Europe, India and Brazil from 1959-1965.

Keywords: Brazil, water resource development, US Bureau of Reclamation, India, Europe.

Oliver Perry Hanna Manuscript, 1926 Acc.# 00423
.25 cubic feet, 1 box

Oliver Perry Hanna (1851-1934) was born in Pennsylvania and moved to Montana in 1968 as a trapper and hunter. In 1878, he homesteaded in Sheridan County, Wyoming, and helped found the town of Bighorn in 1879.

Collection contains the manuscript of Hanna’s autobiography An Old Timer’s Story of the Old Wild West: Being the Recollection of Oliver Perry Hanna, Pioneer, Indian Fighter, Frontiersman, and First Settler in Sheridan County, WY (1926), which includes scouting and trapping, the Johnson County War, the Battles of Little Bighorn and Rosebud, and a 1915 trip to Veracruz, Mexico.
Subject Guide to United States/ Latin American Relations

Keywords: Veracruz, Mexico, memoirs.

Parke A. Hodges Papers, 1919-1977 Acc.# 06222
18 cubic feet, 18 boxes

Parke A. Hodges was a mineral explorer and mining inspector in several states across the USA and for foreign companies.

Collection contains Hodges’ diaries, as well as correspondences, mining reports, maps of mines, guidebooks, and photographs of several exploration and inspection trips. Includes information on Mexico, Haiti, Guatemala, Cuba, Nicaragua, Honduras, and Venezuela.

Keywords: Mine examination, mine inspection, economic geology, Mexico, Haiti, Guatemala, Nicaragua, Honduras, Venezuela, chrome mining.

Paul Alexander Bartlett Papers, 1912-1993 Acc.# 06775
32.62 cubic feet, 48 boxes

Paul Alexander Bartlett was born in Moberly, Missouri in 1909. He married the poet and artist Elizabeth Roberta Winters in 1943. Paul Bartlett was an independent artist and writer for most of his career, except when he was editor of publications at the University of California, Santa Barbara, from 1965 to 1970. He made the first artistic record of the haciendas of Mexico. His photographs and pen and ink illustrations were made on site from 1943 to 1985. He published "When the Owl Cries" (1960), "Adios Mi Mexico" (1983), and "The Haciendas of Mexico: An Artist's Record" (1990).

The Paul Alexander Bartlett collection includes biographical material, correspondence, journals, manuscripts, photographs, subject files, published material, and artwork. The manuscript files include verse, novels, short stories, and "Haciendas of Mexico" (1990). The photograph files include hacienda artwork and prototypes filed according to hacienda name. The subject files include more hacienda photographic materials arranged according to type and size. They also include articles, reviews, and some published material by Elizabeth Bartlett.

Keywords: Artists, authors, haciendas, Mexico.

Paul Raymond Billingsley Papers, 1909-1961 Acc.# 07907
8 cubic feet, 18 boxes

Paul Billingsley (1887-1962) worked as a geologist and mine examiner in the United States and South America from 1910-1924. From 1925 on, he was a consultant to mining and smelting companies. Most of his work was in the western and northwestern United States.
States and British Columbia. Billingsley had numerous published papers on ore
deposition and structures, some written in collaboration with Augustus Locke.

Collection contains correspondences, notes, photographs, and structural studies of various
mines. Included are maps of certain locations with mines in Chile, as well as a diary of
Billingsley’s trip to Chile in 1924.

Keywords: Mine examiners, mining and smelting, Chile. N, E, R

Paul D. Torrey Papers, 1933-1981 Acc.# 06639
46.5 cubic feet, 94 boxes

Paul Dwight Torrey (1903-1982) was a consulting geologist and petroleum engineer who
helped form Torrey, Fralich, and Simmons, ltd. along with partners Charles E. Fralich
and Arthur C. Simmons (1927-37). From the 1940’s, Torrey was a consulting engineer in
Houston, Texas, and also published articles on oil recovery techniques and petroleum
economics.

Collection contains publications by Torrey, and files on the location, development, and
production of petroleum around the world, including South America, Latin America, the
Caribbean, Mexico, Guatemala, Trinidad, Cuba, Haiti, Santo Domingo, Jamaica, Puerto
Rico, South America, Peru, Venezuela, Chile, Bolivia, Ecuador, Brazil, Argentina, and
Paraguay.

Keywords: Petroleum geology and economics, oil fields, petroleum development and
production, South America, Latin America, the Caribbean, Mexico, Guatemala, Trinidad,
Cuba, Haiti, Santo Domingo, Jamaica, Puerto Rico, Peru, Venezuela, Chile, Bolivia,
Ecuador, Brazil, Argentina, Paraguay. N, E

Peruvian Petroleum Company Records, 1866-1884 Acc.# 01263
.25 cubic feet, 1 box

The Peruvian Petroleum Company was established in New York City in 1866 by
businessman George H. Bissell.

Collection contains materials relating to the operations of the Peruvian Petroleum Mining
Company. Includes contracts, agreements, leases, minutes, journals, order forms, and
correspondences about the company’s activities in Peru.

Keywords: Peru, Peruvian Petroleum Company, petroleum industry, American
companies in South America. N, E
Philip White Guild Papers, 1939-1982 Acc.# 08235
6 cubic feet, 6 boxes

Philip W. Guild was a geologist and authority on metallogenic maps who received his PhD from John Hopkins University in 1947. Guild was a career employee of the United States Geological Survey starting in 1939, and worked in the Western United States, Cuba, Guatemala, and Brazil. He was liaison to the Office of Minerals Mobilization for the Department of the Interior (1955-1960), chief of the USGS Branch of Base and Ferrous Metals (1960-1965), in charge of metallogenic mapping in 1966, and was a member of UNESCO’s International Geological Correlation Programme’s Scientific Committee from 1974-1980.

Collection contains correspondences, maps, and notebooks on Guild’s work with the USGS. Includes talks given by Guild on Brazilian iron, subject files on Cuba, and the Caribbean Symposium on Resources for the 21st Century.


Some materials in Spanish.

Philip Walter Henry Papers, 1890-1947 Acc.# 08074
6.75 cubic feet, 15 boxes

Philip Walter Henry (b.1864) was a consulting engineer. From 1887-1902 he was vice president and general manager of Barbour Asphalt Paving Company, then president of South American Construction Company from 1907-1909, and president of Central Railroad Company of Haiti from 1909-1917. Henry was also member of the Technical Board of Review for the Public Work Administration from 1933-35.

Collection contains correspondences, newspapers clippings, charts, photographs, and reports on engineering projects in South America, Argentina, and the Caribbean. Also includes reports and pamphlets on anti-USA propaganda from Latin America and the United Fruit Company.

Keywords: South American Construction Company, Central Railroad Company, Public Work Administration, anti-USA propaganda, United Fruit Company, South America, Caribbean, Argentina, Haiti. T, E
**Philip Danforth Wilson Papers, 1910-1962 Acc.# 03669**

2.25 cubic feet, 5 boxes

Philip Danforth Wilson (b. 1888) was a mining engineer and geologist for American Metal Company Limited from 1914-24, and managed their mines in South Africa and Chile. From 1934-41 he was vice president of Pardners Mines Corporation and served on the US War Production Board from 1941-45. After 1946 he served as an independent mining consultant.

Collection contains materials on the American Metal Company, the US War Production Board, correspondences and newspaper clippings. Includes information on mining in Mexico, Chile, Peru, and Cuba.

Keywords: American Metal Company, foreign mineral development, mining, Mexico, Chile, Peru, Cuba. N, E

Some material in Spanish.

**Phillip L. Merritt Papers, 1948-1980 Acc.# 02891**

19.35 cubic feet, 43 boxes

Phillip L. Merrit (1906-1981) graduated from the University of Minnesota in 1928 before engaging in copper exploration in Northern Rhodesia and returning to Columbia University to receive his PhD in 1934. Merritt was a geologist for the Department of Mines and Petroleum in Colombia from 1934-35, and from 1936-42 was an ore dressing engineer for the American Cyanamid Company. During WWII, he was in charge of uranium procurement for the Manhattan Project. After the war, and with the creation of the Atomic Energy Commission, Merritt became the assistant director of the Raw Materials Division and was in charge of intensive uranium exploration efforts from 1946-54. From 1954-59 he was senior geologist for the consulting firm E.J. Longyear Company, and was the vice president of exploration with the Atlas Minerals Division of the Atlas Corporation from 1961-66. From 1966 until shortly before his death, Merritt was a consultant on uranium supplies for various public utilities companies.

Collection contains materials on uranium mining and Merritt’s consulting practice, with correspondences, charts, maps, notes, speeches, leases, and diagrams. Includes notes and maps of uranium in Argentina.

Keywords: Uranium, Colombia, Argentina, Department of Mines and Petroleum, American Cyanamid Co., Manhattan Project, Atomic Energy Commission. N, E, M
Rachel Bromberg Papers, 1944-1981 Acc.# 06279
.90 cubic feet, 2 boxes

Rachel Bromberg, an artist, poet and instructor in Spanish literature, taught at the University of Maryland from 1945-1950. She was most active in her art career between 1951-1960, and exhibited her work under the name Rachel Frank. She was a contributor to poetry journals, translated Latin American literature and poetry, and wrote several books, including "Three Pastoral Novels" (1970). Her interests included the work of author Juan Ramón Jiménez.

Collection contains writings, notes, correspondences, and manuscripts of Bromberg. It includes some information on Latin American culture and poetry.

Keywords: Poetry, Latin American culture, literature. W, C

Some materials in Spanish.

Ray Josephs Papers, 1938- 1995 Acc.# 09104
40.93 cubic feet, 93 boxes


Collection contains materials relating to Josephs’ career as a journalist, consultant and author and includes information on American Express in Latin America, banking in Brazil, international commerce, PanAm, and South American Airlines. Countries covered include Mexico, Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Cuba, the Caribbean, Peru, and Uruguay.

Keywords: International Public Relations, journalism, Buenos Aires, international commerce, banking, American Express, PanAm, South American Airlines, Mexico, Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Cuba, the Caribbean, Peru, Uruguay. E, C, T

Some material in Spanish, Portuguese.
**Ray Roberts Papers** Acc.# 05589  
28 boxes

Collection contains information on soil development in Latin America including US Department of Agriculture reports, UN soil project reports, guidebooks to Paraguay, and soil reports for South America. Has several soil maps for Latin American countries, including Puerto Rico, Paraguay, Chile, Panama, and Trinidad, as well as UNESCO soil maps.

Keywords: Soil development, US Department of Agriculture, UN soil projects, UNESCO soil projects, South America, Puerto Rico, Paraguay, Chile, Panama, Trinidad. N, P

Some material in Spanish.

**Raymond Earl Storie Papers, 1916-1970** Acc.# 06240  
15.8 cubic feet, 16 boxes

Raymond Earl Storie (1894-1981) graduated from the University of California in 1917, and served there as a professor of soil and plant biology from 1921-1960. Storie was a land and resource consultant to the UN in Egypt and Bolivia, and conducted studies on soils in Europe, Southeast Asia, and Latin America. He developed the Storie Index, which rates soil capacity for supporting plant growth.

Collection contains soil surveys, maps, reports on soil, and diaries. Includes material from the International Commission on Irrigation and Drainage, the 7th Congress on Irrigation and Drainage in Mexico City, and irrigation reports for Mexico, Chile, Guatemala, Bolivia, and Colombia.

Keywords: Land and resource management, UN, International Commission on Irrigation and Drainage, South America, Mexico, Chile, Guatemala, Bolivia, Colombia. N, P

Some material in Spanish.

**Richard Mead Atwater Papers, 1951-1960** Acc.# 03022  
1.35 cubic feet, 3 boxes

Richard Mead Atwater Jr. (b.1873) was an American who graduated from the Royal School of Engineering in Berlin, Germany in 1894 with an engineering degree in mining and metallurgy. In 1939 he founded and managed the Columbia Exploration Company, which operated gold mines in California and British Columbia until 1952. From 1952, Atwater consulted in Mexico for the Asuncion Operating Company and the banking firm Neubert Brothers and Sloan in Montana.
Collection contains materials relating to Atwater’s consulting work for the Asuncion Mine in Mexico, including correspondences, plans, reports, finances, and maps. Also includes notes on Mexican tin, Cuban sulfur, a notebook of a trip to Mexico, and photographs of Cerro Prieto in Baja California.

Keywords: Asuncion Operating Company, Asuncion mine, Mexico, Mexican minerals, Cerro Prieto. N, E

Richard N. Hunt Papers, 1907-1982 Acc.# 11254
7.2 cubic feet, 8 boxes

Richard Nash Hunt was a mining engineer who worked with mining companies across the American West and internationally. Collection contains Hunt’s autobiography, My Own Story Up To Now (1982), reports on mines in Mexico (notably the Buena Tierra Mine), Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, El Salvador, Chile, and Honduras, as well as information on the Anaconda mining company.

Keywords: Mining, Anaconda, Buena Tierra Mine, Mexico, Bolivia, Brazil, El Salvador, Chile, Honduras. N, E

Richard B. McGinnis Papers, c.1908-c.1956 Acc.# 02734
6.3 cubic feet, 14 boxes

Richard B. McGinnis (b. 1879) was a consulting mining engineer who worked as an assayer and chemist, and for several engineering and mining firms before establishing his own consulting firm in 1927. McGinnis worked primarily in the Western United States and Canada, but also Africa, Mexico, and South America.

Collection contains correspondences, assays, mine reports, and photographs from McGinnis’ consulting firm. Includes material on oil and mines in Argentina, Costa Rica, Ecuador, Mexico, Peru, and Venezuela, as well as maps of South America.

Keywords: Mining engineering, oil, mines, South America, Argentina, Costa Rica, Cuba, Ecuador, Honduras, Mexico, Peru, Venezuela. N, E

Richard H. Wilson Papers, 1898-1935 Acc.# 01437
.25 cubic feet, 1 box

Richard H. Wilson (d. 1937) was an army officer who served with the U.S. Eighth Infantry. He was probably stationed at Fort McKinney, Wyoming, before it closed in 1894. In 1895, he was posted to the Wind River Indian Reservation in Wyoming, where he served as Indian agent. In 1898, with the outbreak of the Spanish-American War, he
was recalled to regular army service and saw action in Cuba.

Collection contains handwritten and typed drafts of Wilson's reminiscences of the Spanish-American War, including text and photographs, a handwritten manuscript regarding a military operation from Fort McKinney, "History of the Salt Creek Expedition of 1894", three hand drawn maps (1898, 1935) related to the Battle of El Caney, and miscellaneous materials related to his Spanish-American War service.

Keywords: Spanish-American War, Cuba, American Indian Policy, military history.

Robin Kinkead Papers, c.1905-1977 Acc.# 05920
4 boxes

Collection contains articles, clippings, research and correspondences on several topics covering American culture, including the Cold War, communism, domestic life, and world events. Contains clippings and research files on the Caribbean, Mexico, Central America, and South America.

Keywords: Journalism, American culture, Caribbean, Mexico, Central America, South America.

Roald Fryxell, 1950-1978 Acc.# 06108
95 cubic feet

Roald Fryxell (1934-1974) was a geologist and anthropologist who began as curator of Ginkgo Petrified Forest State Museum in Washington from 1960-61. He was later a professor of anthropology at Washington State University, and began excavating the Marmes Rockshelter site, which resulted in the discovery of the Marmes skeletal remains in 1968. In 1969, Fryxell was named to NASA’s Lunar Sample Preliminary Examination Team, and designed the apparatus used for collecting core samples on the moon’s surface.

Collection contains research, notes, reports, correspondences and other material relating to Fryxell’s work and research. Includes geological maps of Mexico.

Keywords: Geology, anthropology, Mexico.

Robert Conway Papers, 1872-1980 Acc.# 06062
33.5 cubic feet, 51 boxes + 1 folder

Robert Conway was a New York based journalist and war correspondent. He took his first newspaper job with the "New York American" in 1924. Conway became a staff writer for the "New York Daily News" in 1927. Between 1932-1936, he covered the
Charles Lindbergh Jr. murder case against Bruno Hauptmann. Between 1945-1950, Conway served as a foreign correspondent, reporting from 26 different countries in North America, Europe, North Africa, and the Middle East. He covered Poland's 1946 elections, Ingrid Bergman's retreat in Stromboli, Italian industrialist Gaetano Marzotto, the Greek Civil War (1946-1947), and the war in Palestine (1946-1948). He retired in 1964. Conway was married to Grace Robinson, a fellow reporter at the "New York Daily News".

Collection contains information from Conway’s life and career as a journalist, including research files, correspondences, manuscripts, and newspaper clippings. A portion of this collection deals with Conway’s work in Mexico, including American investment in Mexico, Axis agents in Mexico during the war, US military bases, and bullfighting. Slides, photographs, negatives, scrapbooks, books, phonographs, and a typewriter owned by Conway also compose this collection.

Keywords: Journalism, foreign correspondents, World War II, Mexico, Americans in Mexico, North America. C, M, E

*Robert D. Grant Correspondence, 1904-1909 Acc.# 03428*
87 items

Robert D. Grant (c.1885-1914) organized the American Mining and Exploration Company in Los Angeles, California in 1903. The company held interest in copper mines in Arizona.

Contains 87 pieces of correspondence concerning Grant’s copper mining interests, including Philip Wiseman and Seeley Mudd, general manager and investor of Ray Consolidated Copper Company of Arizona, and Thomas Wallace, an investor with the Cananea Consolidated Copper Company of Cananea, Mexico.

Keywords: Copper mining, Mexico, Cananea Copper mine, Cananea Consolidated Copper Company. N, E

*Robert Livermore Papers, 1876-1959 Acc.# 01132*
.9 cubic feet, 2 boxes

Robert Livermore (1876-1968) was educated at Harvard (1900) and MIT (1903) before becoming a mining engineer and executive, engaging in mining exploration across the western United States, Canada, and Mexico. He was vice-president, and later president, of the Smuggler Union Mining Company near Telluride, Colorado, until its closure in 1928. Livermore also served as VP of North American Mines Inc. and as a partner in the Boston-based Hutchinson and Livermore.
Collection contains copy of Livermore’s autobiography, a diary, and materials on the Smuggler Union Mine as well as mines in Mexico.

Keywords: Smuggler Union Mining Company, North American Mines Inc., Mexico. N, E

*Robert R. Reynolds Papers, 1881-1994 Acc.# 09285*
*5.2 cubic feet, 12 boxes*

Robert R. Reynolds (b. 1917) was a geologist with the Illinois State Geological Survey. In 1946, he joined the Inland Lead and Zinc Co., and then moved to Calumet and Hecla’s exploration office in 1947. Reynolds later served with the US Geological Survey’s Foreign Section in Africa from 1949-51, before joining the Cerro de Pasco Corporation as chief of its Arizona exploration in 1959. Reynolds moved to Ayrshire Collieries in 1961, PIAMCO in 1966, and in 1977 became an independent consultant.

Collection contains field notes and other documents concerning mineral and coal exploration in the Philippines, the US Southwest, and Mexico. Also includes the manuscript of his memoir, *An Airplane was my Burro Or the Memoirs of a Modern Day Prospector.*

Keywords: Coal and mineral exploration, US Southwest, Mexico. N, E

*Robert Anthony Rivera Papers, 1912-1991 Acc.# 10322*
*113 cubic feet, 127 boxes*

Robert Anthony Rivera was a mine engineer and mining geophysicist, educated at the University of California, Berkeley. He spent the early part of his career with the Union Carbide Corporation in California and Colorado, before becoming the chief geologist for Placer Development Ltd., in 1967, and working in Canada, Mexico, and Chile. From 1978-1981, Rivera was vice president of Resources Associates of Alaska Inc., in Colorado. From 1981 until his death, he served as vice president of CoCa Mines in Denver, Colorado.

Collection contains reports, notes, photographs, maps, charts, well logs, legal documents, correspondences, field notes, and survey reports on Rivera’s mining work. Includes a few boxes on his time in Latin America and information pertaining to Mexico, Chile, and Latin America.

Keywords: Mining geology, Placer Development Ltd., CoCa Mines, Latin America, Mexico, Chile. N, E
**Ross B. Hoffman Papers, 1866-1940** Acc.# 03163
25.9 cubic feet, 67 boxes + map tubes

Ross B. Hoffman was a mining engineer.

Collection contains materials relating to mines that Hoffman researched in the western United States, the former USSR, South America, and Mexico. Includes correspondences, mine evaluations, drilling logs, mining reports, and maps of mines.

Keywords: Mine examination, gold mines and mining, silver mines, USSR, US West, South America, Mexico. N, E

Some material in Spanish, French, or Russian.

---

**Roy Hockensmith Papers** Acc.# 03814
45 boxes

Collection contains information on soil and soil erosion in Cuba, Brazil, and South America, as well as material on crop development in Cuba, Argentina, Puerto Rico, and the Amazon. Includes reports from the Soil Conservation Society of America, the Brazilian Immigration Office, and the US Department of Agriculture. Materials consist of pamphlets, reports, maps, guidebooks, government-sponsored comic books, speeches, and film slides.

Keywords: Soil erosion, crop development, Soil Conservation Society of America, Brazilian Immigration Office, US Department of Agriculture, South America, Cuba, Brazil, Argentina, Puerto Rico, Amazon. N, E, P

Some material in Spanish, Portuguese.

---

**Rufus F. Zogbaum Papers, 1849-1925** Acc.# 00455
.45 cubic feet. 1 box

Rufus Fairchild Zogbaum (1849-1925) was an artist and illustrator known for his western and military subjects. He was born in Charleston, South Carolina on August 28, 1849, and studied at the Art Students League in New York City from 1878-1879 before traveling in the Western U.S. to paint Indians and life in the U.S. Army. His works appeared in "Harper's Weekly" from 1885-1890, and he illustrated Western fiction. He was one of the first artists to gain inspiration from the figure of the cowboy. He died in New York City on October 22, 1925.

Collection includes letters and photographs about the American West, newspaper clippings, and 8 notebooks with diary entries and sketches. Notebook 3 contains sketches and writings by Zogbaum about U.S. soldiers in Cuba during the Spanish-American War.
in 1898.

Keywords: Cuba, Spanish-American War, Harper’s Weekly, western fiction, sketchbooks. C, M

Selena Royle Papers, 1909-1970 Acc.# 05854
1.35 cubic feet, 3 boxes

Selena Royle (1904-1983) was a Broadway actress in the 1920s and 1930s, and later in motion pictures in the 1940s and 1950s and hosted a radio show called “Women of Courage.” She helped form the Actors Dinner Club for unemployed actors in the 1930s and Stage Door Canteen, an acting company, in 1942. Royle and her husband, George Renavant, retired to Guadalajara, Mexico, where she wrote a newspaper column and two books on Guadalajara.

Collection contains correspondences, news clippings, one photograph album, playbills, 13 scrapbooks, photographs, and legal papers. Includes the copies of the American Society of Mexico Bulletin, issues of the Mexico City Times, and Royle’s books on Mexico, Mexican cooking, and experiences of being an American in Mexico.

Keywords: American Society of Mexico Bulletin, Mexico City Times, American actresses, Americans in Mexico, Guadalajara, Mexico. W, C, R

Sheldon P. Wimpfen Papers, 1934-1994 Acc.# 08449
.7 cubic feet, 2 boxes

Sheldon Phillip Wimpfen (b.1913) was a mining engineer who earned a degree from the University of Texas in 1934 and then began his career in Colorado gold mines. Wimpfen worked in mines in Texas, Oregon, the Philippines, and Bolivia, before returning to the United States in 1943 to teach at Texas A&M University. After WWII, he became editor of Mining Congress Journal and in 1951 joined the US Atomic Energy Commission to run uranium exploration and production programs. In 1967, Wimpfen became the president of the Southern Peru Copper Corporation, which operated one of the world’s largest copper mines in Toquepala, Peru. From 1970 to 1980 Wimpfen worked for the US Bureau of Mines, before becoming a mining consultant.

Collection contains articles, essays, public addresses, and Wimpfen’s autobiography. Includes notes of Wimfen’s time in South America, and the memoirs recount people, places, and mining details about Peru and Bolivia.

Keywords: US Atomic Energy Commission, US Bureau of Mines, uranium exploration, Southern Peru Copper Corporation, Toquepala mine, Peru, Bolivia, South America. N, E, C
Some material in Spanish.

*Simon D. Strauss Papers, 1948-1982 Acc.# 07933*
* .9 cubic feet, 2 boxes*

Simon David Strauss was a metals expert who was born in Peru in 1911 and raised in Chile. In 1946 he joined the sales department of American Smelting and Refining Company, and became the company’s Vice Chairman in 1977. He also served on ASARCO’s board of directors from 1953-1981.

Collection contains articles, speeches, manuscripts, congressional testimonies, correspondences, and memorandums on metals markets, strategic reserves, and government policies. Also includes several photographs of Peru.

Keywords: American Smelting and Refining Company, Peruvians, American companies in Peru, copper, silver, photographs. N, E

*Standard Oil Company of New Jersey Records, 1874-1979 Acc.# 00471*
* 46.45 cubic feet, 91 boxes*

The Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey was an oil company formed in 1882 as a refining and marketing branch of the Standard Oil Trust. After the Sherman Anti-Trust Act of 1892, Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey became a holding company in accordance with New Jersey laws that allowed corporations to own stock in other corporations, and effectively replaced the Standard Oil Trust. It administered the other Standard Oil interests, and held stock in forty-one other oil companies. In 1911, an order from the Supreme Court, under the Sherman Anti-Trust Act, split the Standard Oil Co. of NJ from its subsidiaries, and it then operated as an international oil company by producing and marketing petroleum under different brands, including Esso, Enco, and Humble. In 1973, Standard Oil Company of New Jersey changed its corporate name to Exxon to provide uniform branding on its products.

Collection contains corporate records from the inception of Standard Oil Co. of NJ in 1882 to the assumption of the Exxon name in 1973, including its subsidiaries such as Charter Oil and Imperial Oil, documents pertaining to American politics and petroleum economy. Materials are correspondences, clippings, financial files, legal files, photographs, notes, newspapers, stock ledgers, printed materials, and a 1909 scrapbook concerning the prosecution of Standard Oil under the Sherman Anti-Trust Act. Includes reports on international oil holdings, social conditions, geology, and labor issues in Mexico, Venezuela, and Brazil.

Keywords: Standard Oil Company of New Jersey, Exxon, American Petroleum Institute, National Petroleum Association, Fifth World Petroleum Conference, Mexico, Venezuela, Brazil. N, E, C
Some material in Spanish, Italian.

**Stock Certificate Collection, 1805- c.1970 Acc.# 10314**

9.8 cubic feet, 18 boxes

Collection contains stock certificates from dozens of mining, railroad, oil, airline, automobile, canal, entertainment, banking, power, lighting, insurance, telephone, telegraph, and miscellaneous companies, as well as for the Confederate States of America. Companies with interests in Latin America include: Alaska Mexican Gold, Aztec, Gusi Mexicana, Hecla, Mexico Consolidated, Mexican Mining Association, Mexico Silver, Orizaba, Cuba Railroad, Colorado Texas & Mexico Railroad, Ajax, Boston Mexican Oil, Gulf Oil, International Petroleum and Oil Development, National Oil, Sinclair Venezuelan Oil, Standard Oil of New Jersey, Standard Oil of Mexico, Venezuelan Oil, American Airlines, United Airlines, Panama Canal Co., Presidio Motion Pictures, British Guiana Consolidated, Pan American Exposition, Consolidated Esperanza, Honduras, and Antonio López de Santa Anna’s personal mortgage bond.

Keywords: Stocks and Bond Certificates, Alaska Mexican Gold, Aztec, Gusi Mexicana, Hecla, Mexico Consolidated, Mexican Mining Association, Mexico Silver, Orizaba, Cuba Railroad, Colorado Texas & Mexico Railroad, Ajax, Boston Mexican Oil, Gulf Oil, International Petroleum and Oil Development, National Oil, Sinclair Venezuelan Oil, Standard Oil of New Jersey, Standard Oil of Mexico, Venezuelan Oil, American Airlines, United Airlines, Panama Canal Co., Presidio Motion Pictures, British Guiana Consolidated, Pan American Exposition, Consolidated Esperanza, Honduras, Confederate States of America, Antonio López de Santa Anna.

**Thayer Lindsley Papers, 1887- 1977 Acc.# 06034**

101.7 cubic feet, 226 boxes

Thayer Lindsley was born in 1882 in Yokohama, Japan to American parents. He studied civil engineering at Harvard, did post graduate work in geology at Columbia University, and in 1928 founded Ventures Ltd., a Canadian holding company with worldwide mining interests. Lindsley was president of ten different mining companies, director of fifteen others, and held interests in another forty.

Collection contains mining reports, prospects, legal documents, business records, and correspondences related to Lindsley’s mining interests. United States files cover over forty states. Foreign files include Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Caribbean, Jamaica, Puerto Rico, Bahamas, West Indies, Chile, Panama, Venezuela, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Guiana, Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Peru, and Venezuela as well as general files on mineral exploration in Central and South America.
Subject Guide to United States/ Latin American Relations

Keywords: Economic geology, mineral exploration, petroleum, gold, silver, Central America, South America, Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Caribbean, Jamaica, Puerto Rico, Bahamas, West Indies, Chile, Panama, Venezuela, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Guiana, Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, Peru.

Thomas P. Ahrens, 1907- 1976 Acc.# 06680
10 cubic feet, 19 boxes

Thomas P. Ahrens was a specialist in ground water hydrology and water well design with the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation. He completed assignments in Chile, as well as the Middle East.

Collection contains correspondences, memoranda, maps, notebooks and reports regarding the Bureau of Reclamation and groundwater projects in Chile. It also has a copy of Ahrens’s Master’s thesis, “The Use of Aerial Photographs in Geologic Studies” from 1940.

Keywords: Chile, U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, Groundwater, maps, Americans in Chile.

Thomas Henderson Diary, 1879- 1880 Acc.# 03326
.25 cubic feet, 1 box

Collection contains diary of Thomas Henderson (1858-1914) while he and his brother Jack traveled from Liverpool to the United States. They left England in 1879 and made it to San Francisco through Montreal, New York City, and Panama.

Keywords: English travellers, Panama.

Thomas F. Stroock Papers, 1948- 2008 Acc.# 10356
41.35 cubic feet, 95 boxes

Thomas F. Stroock, Wyoming State Senator, U.S. Ambassador to Guatemala (1989-92), and businessman was born in 1925. A graduate of Yale University, he moved to Casper, Wyoming in 1948 and worked for Stanolind Oil Company. In 1952, he founded Stroock Leasing Corporation, an oil and gas properties firm. Stroock was first elected Wyoming State Senator from Natrona County in 1966 and served sixteen years. From 1989 to 1992, Stroock served as U.S. Ambassador to Guatemala. Appointed by President George H.W. Bush, he held this position during a period in which Guatemala was making a transition to democracy and was an advocate for human rights and social justice in this Central American country. Stroock returned to Wyoming in 1992 and served as Chairman of the Wyoming Health Reform Commission and the Medical Center's Board of Directors.
Collection contains correspondence and other miscellaneous materials pertaining to his political career and his term as U.S. Ambassador to Guatemala. They are primary documents of his activities in the Wyoming State Senate, the Republican Party, and the U.S. Embassy in Guatemala, including State Senate files, U.S. Congressional Campaign files, correspondence from his term as State Chairman of the Wyoming Republican Party, materials regarding his service as U.S. Ambassador to Guatemala, materials regarding his service on the Wyoming Health Reform Commission, materials from his service on the Wyoming Medical Center's Board of Directors, and materials documenting his involvement with the Wyoming State Planning Grant Task Force, which concerned itself with health care for the uninsured. There are also scrapbooks which document Stroock's life from 1948 to 2004. Also included are audio tapes of oral histories with Thomas Stroock.

Keywords: Guatemala, American Ambassadors, American Embassies, Free Trade, communism, petroleum, Wyoming politicians. P, E

Some documents in Spanish.

_Tom Lambert Papers, 1939-1977 Acc.# 03395_
4.75 cubic feet, 11 boxes

Tom Lambert was a newspaper correspondent for the Associated Press, _Time, The New York Herald Tribune_, and _The Los Angeles Times_ from 1942-1977. He was stationed in Korea, Moscow, South Africa, and Cuba, amongst other places. He covered news topics including national and foreign politics, economics, and the Korean War.

Includes correspondences, articles, and stories from Korea, Moscow, Johannesburg, and Cuba.

Keywords: Journalism, Cuba. C, P, E

_University of Wyoming, Department of Political Science, 1941-1948 Acc.# 545007_
.7 cubic feet, 2 boxes

The Inter-American Program was carried on at the University of Wyoming in conjunction with the United States Office of Emergency Management, Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs from 1941-1945, and was headed by Charles A. Bloomfield, a professor in the Political Science Department. The purpose of the Inter-American Program was to develop an interest and knowledge of inter-American affairs among university students and citizens of nearby communities. Professor Bloomfield was chairman on the committees which arranged various workshops and conferences for the Inter-American Program. He was also a member of the executive commission of the Rocky Mountain Council for Inter-American affairs.
Collection consists mostly of telegrams and correspondence with the coordinator, Charles A. Bloomfield, and with guest speakers, telegrams sent and received, press releases, conference and workshop programs, and newspaper clippings. Includes some information on workshops on Latin American affairs.

Keywords: University of Wyoming, Political Science department, Inter-American Affairs. C, P

**V. E. McKelvey Papers, 1906-1987 Acc.# 05058**
66 cubic feet, 66 boxes

Vincent Ellis McKelvey (1916-1987) was an international authority on deep-sea mineral deposits who worked for the United States Geological Survey from 1941-87 and served as its director from 1971-78. He mapped phosphate deposits in the northwestern United States, researched oil and gas reserves, and was in charge of USGS uranium exploration programs after WWII. McKelvey served as assistant chief geologist for foreign and economic geology (1962-65), senior research geologist (1965-71, 1978-87), and was the scientific advisor and senior deputy to the chief of the UN delegation to the UN Conference on the Law of the Sea (1968-82). He also acted as the US representative and advisor to the energy committee of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development, and chaired the Project Independence Interagency Oil Task Force in the mid 1970s.

Collection contains correspondences, maps, memos, charts, photographs, and reports on uranium exploration, phosphates, and marine resources. Also includes one box on vanadium resources in Peru (1906-1952) from the papers of geologist D.F. Hewitt.

Keywords: USGS, uranium exploration, foreign geology, UN Conference on the Law of the Sea, Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development, Project Independence Interagency Oil Task Force, Peru. N, P, E

Some materials in German, Russian, French, Spanish.

**Verner Jones Papers, c.1890- c.1960 Acc.# 03477**
.9 cubic feet, 2 boxes + 1 map tube

Verner Everett Jones (1905-1977) was an economic geologist who did surface and underground mapping with the Utah Apex Mining Company, Boston-Montana Mines Company, and affiliates of Standard Oil of New Jersey. After earning his PhD from Cornell University in 1933, he was employed by oil companies in the United States, Libya, Spain, Argentina, and Venezuela until retiring in 1969.

Collection contains maps, reports and correspondences on oil and mining properties in Brazil and Venezuela, notes from the Geological Society of America, and FOCUS
publications on the Caribbean, Uruguay, Chile, Colombia, Central America, Ecuador, Mexico, Cuba, Peru, Guatemala, the Dominican Republic, Bolivia, and Haiti.

Keywords: Geological Society of America, economic geology, cartography, Brazil, Venezuela, the Caribbean, Uruguay, Chile, Colombia, Central America, Ecuador, Mexico, Cuba, Peru, Guatemala, the Dominican Republic, Bolivia, Haiti. N, E

Some material in Spanish.

**Vincent D. Perry Papers, 1922-1994 Acc.# 10246**
21.5 cubic feet, 21 boxes + 1 envelope

Vincent D. Perry (1901-1997) began his career as an assistant engineer for Carson Hill Gold Mines Inc. of California in 1922, and was a member on a rescue team for trapped miners of the Argonaut Gold Mine that same year. In 1924, he became a mining geologist for Anaconda Mining Co., and in 1928 was made the chief geologist of Anaconda’s Cananea Consolidated Copper Co. in Sonora, Mexico. In 1957 Perry became vice president of Anaconda until his retirement in 1975, after which he continued to work as a consultant.

Collection contains information on the Anaconda Mining Co., including newspaper clippings, photographs, histories, notes, speeches by Perry on Anaconda goals and expansion plans, organizational charts for the company infrastructure, and interviews about the company on reel-to-reel tapes and cassettes. Also present are notes and information on Anaconda exploration and properties in Mexico, El Salvador, Chile, and the Andes. Much of the collection pertains to the Chuquicamata Copper Mine in Chile.

Keywords: Anaconda Mining Company, Cananea Consolidated Copper Company, Chuquicamata Copper Mine, Mexico, El Salvador, Chile, Andes. N, E

Some material in Spanish.

**Virginia Scully Papers, 1908-1979 Acc.# 03277**
5.85 cubic feet, 13 boxes

Virginia McCormick Scully (1898-1979) was a reporter on the Grand Rapids Press in Grand Rapids, Michigan, before becoming a scriptwriter and publicity blurb writer in New York. After her husband, Michael Scully, fell ill, they moved to Texas. There, Virginia and Michael researched and wrote a motorists guide to Mexico. After Michael died in 1958, Virginia traveled across the United States Southwest and Mexico, and researched Mexican Indian culture and herbs with retired colonel William C. Rogers.

Collection contains research materials and manuscripts from several of Scully’s works on Mexico and Latin America, including her motorists guide to Mexico, her work on
Some material in Spanish.

**W. Armstrong Price Papers, 1913-1959 Acc.# 08205**  
5 cubic feet, 5 boxes

William Armstrong Price (b.1889) was a petroleum geologist who worked primarily in the Southwestern United States and Northwestern Mexico.

Collection contains geologic reports, notes on oil fields, correspondences, oil field leases, graphs, and maps. Includes information chiefly on the Rio Grande area on both sides of the border with lots of information on Texas and Northern Mexico.

Keywords: Petroleum geology, US Southwest, Texas, Mexico. N, E

**Walter Renton Ingalls Papers, 1889-1976 Acc.# 04778**  
13.15 cubic feet, 26 boxes + oversized items + artifacts

Walter Renton Ingalls (1865-1956) was an American mining engineer, educated at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, who worked in zinc mining across the United States, Canada, and Mexico. He spent most of his career as a consultant, but also served as Chief of the Canadian Zinc Commission (1905-06), and as Director of the American Bureau of Metal Statistics (1920-47). Ingalls wrote several articles and books on the zinc industry, and edited both *The Mining Industry* and *Engineering and Mining Journal*.

Collection contains correspondences, reports, and notebooks regarding Ingalls’ career in the zinc industry across Canada, the United States, and Mexico. Includes three scrapbooks of photographs of Ingalls, his family, and travel to Mexico. Artifacts, such as a top hat and walking stick, are in the collection as well.

Keywords: Zinc mining, North America, Mexico. N, E, R

Some material in German.
Willard Bethurem Robinson Papers, 1955-1991 Acc.# 08085
26 cubic feet, 57 boxes

Willard B. Robinson (d.1991) was Horn Professor of Architecture at Texas Tech University, and worked on historical preservation and restoration. He was expert in both Euro-American and Spanish-Mexican architectural styles and published on Southwestern architecture. He was Interim Dean of the Department of Architecture at Texas Tech at the time of his death.

Collection contains materials relating to Robinson’s publications and research. Much of the collection pertains to Guanajuato, Mexico, where Robinson developed an academic exchange program to study architecture in both countries. Includes notes, maps, guide, photographs, and correspondences.

Keywords: Architecture, academic exchange programs, US Southwest, Guanajuato, Mexico. C, R

Some material in Spanish.

William L. Connelly Papers, 1904-1963 Acc.# 01722
2.8 cubic feet, 4 boxes

William L. Connelly (1873-1964) was a pioneer of the American oil industry. He drilled his first well in 1895 in Ohio, worked on oil in Kansas from 1903-05, and, after meeting Harry Sinclair in 1906, moved to Oklahoma and in 1916 was a founder of the Sinclair Oil and Refining Company. Connelly held several positions with Sinclair Oil, including president of the Sinclair-Cudahy Pipeline Company, vice president of Sinclair Gulf Oil Corporation, vice president of Mammoth Oil Company, vice president of Sinclair Consolidated, president of Venezuelan Petroleum Company, president of Sinclair Exploration Company, and Chairman of the Board of Sinclair Prairie Oil and Gas Company. Connelly was also working with Mammoth Oil in Wyoming during the Teapot Dome Scandal and published his memoirs, The Oil Business as I Saw It, in 1955.

Collection contains five diaries of trips to Mexico, Venezuela, Russia, Europe, and Africa, all in the 1920s, as well as scrapbooks, photographs, notebooks, stock certificate books, correspondences, and other notes from Connelly’s career in oil.

Keywords: Sinclair Oil and Refining Company, Mammoth Oil Company, Venezuelan Petroleum Company, Mexico, Venezuela, petroleum industry. N, E, R
**William H. Ellet Papers, 1935-1961 Acc.# 08602**

1 cubic foot, 1 box

William H. Ellet (b. 1929) worked and traveled in Colombia in the 1940s and 1950s. From 1953-54 he conducted transportation and shipping investigations for Sears Roebuck de Colombia, Ltda.

Collection contains correspondences, including those with the American Institute of Foreign Trade, maps and photograph albums of Colombia, transportation surveys, and information on the completion of the Pan American Highway at Darien Gap.

Keywords: Colombia, Pan American Highway, transportation, shipping. T, E

Some material in Spanish.

---

**William Harvey Gross Papers, 1917-1987 Acc.# 09675**

3.73 cubic feet, 9 boxes

William Harvey Gross (1917-1987) was a Canadian geologist who taught at the University of Toronto from 1948-68 and also consulted for the minerals industry. He was a partner in Pure Silver Mines Limited, which operated a mine in Guanajuato, Mexico. From 1975-87, he was chairman and president of Lacana Mining Corporation, formed by the merger Pure Silver Mines, Tormex Mining Developers, and Lacanex Gold Mining Company.

Collection contains mine and mineral evaluations, lecture materials, photographs and over 2400 slides. Includes information on mines and properties in Brazil, Chile, Peru, and Mexico.

Keywords: Canadian geologists, Pure Silver Mines Limited, Lacana Mining Corporation, gold mines, Mexico, Brazil, Chile, Peru. S, N, E

---

**William Paxton Hewitt Papers, 1930-1994 Acc.# 09131**

22.84 cubic feet, 23 boxes + artifacts

William Paxton Hewitt was a geologist and mining engineer with the American Smelting and Refining Company, serving with the Mexican Mining Department (1933-54) and Western Mining Department (1954-61). He was involved in developing several mines in Nevada, Utah, and Mexico.

Collection contains correspondences, reports, maps, photographs and project files concerning mining sites in Utah, Nevada, Peru, and Mexico. Also includes photograph albums of mining and properties in Mexico with negatives, and a few Mexican newspapers.
Keywords: American Smelting and Refining Company Mexican Mining Department, mining engineering, South America, Peru, Mexico. N, E

Some material in Spanish.

**William Weber Johnson Papers, 1906-1979 Acc.# 07307**
10.35 cubic feet, 23 boxes

William Weber Johnson (1909-1992) was a newspaper reporter in Illinois and Michigan before becoming a war correspondent for *Time* magazine in London. He eventually became the head of *Time-Life* Bureaus in Mexico City, Buenos Aires, Dallas, Boston, and Los Angeles. In 1961 Johnson became a professor of journalism at UCLA and was the head of the department from 1966-1971, and wrote several books.

Collection consists of correspondences, manuscripts, transcripts, and material related to his writings, including papers on the history of Mexico, Baja California, and the US Southwest.

Keywords: Time-Life, journalism, Mexico, Argentina, Baja California, US Southwest. C, E

Some material in Spanish.

**William Loerpabel Papers, 1914-1968 Acc.# 09386**
14.45 cubic feet, 15 boxes

William Loerpabel (1892-1976) was a mining engineer educated at the University of Wisconsin. He began at the Nevada Consolidated Mining Co., but joined the American Smelting and Mining Co. in 1922. Throughout his career with ASMC, Loerpabel served as a mining engineer (1920s-40s), General Manager of the Mining Department (1940s-50s), and General Manager of the South American Region (1950s). He was involved with several ASARCO projects in the Western United States and Latin America, before retiring and becoming a professor at the University of Arizona.

Collection contains correspondences, reports, legal documents, financial reports, company information, and files related to Loerpabel’s mining career and the American Smelting and Mining Company. Includes information on South American mining activities, with most attention paid to the Toquepala mine in Peru and Mexico.

Keywords: American Smelting and Mining Co., American Smelting and Refining Co., South America, Mexico, Peru, Toquepala mine. N, E
William John Millard Papers, 1892-1961 Acc.# 06044
4.5 cubic feet, 10 boxes

William J. Millard (1880-1974) received his undergraduate degree from the University of Wisconsin and did graduate work in mining, metallurgy and geology at Columbia University. He worked for various oil and mining companies throughout the US southwest, the Philippines, China, Trinidad, Mexico, and South America.

Collection contains reports, maps, and files on Mexico, Venezuela, Trinidad, Tobago, Brazil, Uruguay, and Colombia. Includes information about the Anglo-Mexican Petroleum Products Company and Mexican oil fields.

Keywords: Anglo-Mexican Petroleum Products Company, economic geology, Mexico, Trinidad, Tobago, Brazil, Uruguay, Colombia. N, E

Some material in Spanish, Portuguese.

William Robert Moore Papers, c.1940- c.1967 Acc.# 04169
31 boxes

Collection contains maps, correspondences, photographs, postcards, clippings, pamphlets, interviews, newspapers, and other research for National Geographic articles featuring places around the world. Places covered include the Caribbean, Aruba, Jamaica, Central America, Brazil, Guiana, Chile, Peru, and Ecuador.

Keywords: National Geographic, international journalism, Caribbean, Aruba, Jamaica, Central America, Brazil, Guiana, Chile, Peru, Ecuador. C, R, P

Some material in Portuguese.

William R. Newman Papers, 1933-1982 Acc.# 08751
1 cubic foot, 1 box

William Roy Newman (b. 1908) was a Canadian economic geologist. After serving in WWII, Newman worked as a consulting geologist in Manitoba and Ontario, and later in Latin America.


Keywords: Canada, Papua New Guinea, Saint Lucia, Venezuela, Honduras, economic geology, Canadian geologists. S, E, N
William B. Peters Papers, 1927-1948 Acc.# 01249
21 cubic feet, 47 boxes

William B. Peters (b. 1922) was a soil scientist for the United States Bureau of Reclamation starting in 1947. Peters was an expert on irrigation, reclamation of salt-affected lands, and tropical agriculture. He worked on many overseas projects, consulted for the World Bank and International Development Association, and retired in 1977 as chief soil scientist in Denver, Colorado.

Collection contains information on the US Bureau of Reclamation from the 1940’s through the 1980’s. Includes files on the World Bank, the Middle East, Brazil, Mexico, coffee agriculture, tobacco agriculture, water resources, and agricultural development.

Keywords: Brazil, Mexico, tropical agriculture, coffee, tobacco, US Bureau of Reclamation, World Bank, water resources, international agricultural development. P, N, E

William F. Wallace Papers, c.1940- c.1979 Acc.# 07874
4.9 cubic feet, 11 boxes

William F. Wallace Jr. worked for Pan American World Airways from 1936-1979. Most of his career was with Pan Am’s Technical Assistance Program, which contracted with foreign governments and international agencies to develop international aviation programs.

Collection contains correspondences, reports, memorandums, budgets, telegrams, notes, list and maps related to aviation development in several countries, including Colombia and Brazil.

Keywords: Aviation, Pan American World Airways, Colombia, Brazil. T, P

Some material in Spanish.

Winthrop P. Haynes Papers, 1880-1981 Acc.# 07795
11 cubic feet, 21 boxes

Winthrop Perrin Haynes (1887-1979) was educated at Harvard University, participated in the 1908 Shaler Memorial Expedition to South America, and went on the Great American Geographical Society Transcontinental Excursion in 1912. During this time, he taught at Radcliffe College, Wellesley College, and Kansas University, and was an assistant geologist at Harvard. During WWI, he was commissioned as a Second Lieutenant and commanding officer of the Second Army’ Thirteenth Photographic Section in Toul, France. In 1920, Haynes joined Standard Oil Company of New Jersey as a geologist and
was soon transferred to Europe, Asia and Africa inspecting oil fields. He returned to the USA in 1936, and worked as a visiting lecturer at Harvard University from 1948-1955.

Collection contains material relating to Standard Oil Co. and Haynes’ travels across the world, including field notes, maps, logs, diaries, and photographs of Europe, Asia, and South America. Photographs, diaries, and reports from the 1908 Shaler expedition in Brazil are also present.

Keywords: Standard Oil Company of New Jersey, Shaler Memorial Expedition, Great American Geographical Society Transcontinental Excursion, South America, Brazil, Mexico, Guatemala. N, E, R
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### N - Natural Resources

- A.F. Banfield (03435)
- Alan Probert (08102)
- Allen F. Agnew (05669)
- Alvin Bacon Carpenter (07603)
- Argo Oil Corporation (00514)
- Arthur C. Hall (11698)
- Arthur Powell Davis (01366)
- Asbury Harpending (08043)
- Augustus Locke (03348)
- B. W. Allred (01739)
- Benjamin F. Hake (06977)
- Bernard M. Bench (00151)
- Blair W. Stewart (07265)
- C.B.E. Douglas (02446)
- C. Stribling Snodgrass (06571)
- Charles R. Butler (09761)
- Charles Joseph Hares (03508)
- Charles G. Preble (12574)
- Charles Edwin Riddell (05271)
- Charles DeWitt Smith (07722)
- Charles C. Roripaugh (09882)
- Chester Cassel (04403)
- Continental Oil Co. (06850)
- Daniel I. Axelrod (02520)
- David E. Donley (03041)
- David A. Robbins (11721)
- Dewitt C. Deringer (03478)
- Dudley L. Davis (02806)
- Earl W. Hayter (00276)
- Eben Olcott (01233)
- Eduardo J. Guzman (06711)
- Edward Ackerman (05363)
- Edward D. Lynton (04553)
- Elbert E. Lewis (06417)
- F. Julius Fohs (01706)
- Frank N. Bosco (08676)
- Fred G. Farish (01052)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frederic Lahee</td>
<td>05041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frederick L. Knouse</td>
<td>08772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George C. Taylor</td>
<td>09306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George W. Tower</td>
<td>03133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George F. Weaton</td>
<td>04158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerald W. Olson</td>
<td>03826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. Harper McKee</td>
<td>05936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H.W. Straley</td>
<td>03396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harold Blackwood</td>
<td>09256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harold Prommel</td>
<td>02283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harold A. Titcomb</td>
<td>02220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harry C. Dudley</td>
<td>06523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hiram B. Wood</td>
<td>04087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ira Beaman Joralemon</td>
<td>04043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Herbert Sawyer</td>
<td>08307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. M. Boutwell</td>
<td>03027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Baker</td>
<td>06219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James C. Douglas</td>
<td>08228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John E. Burton</td>
<td>03085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Edward Brantly</td>
<td>04423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Gray Douglas</td>
<td>06017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John H. Galey and H.T. Galey</td>
<td>05689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John B. Knaebel</td>
<td>01619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Roy Pemberton</td>
<td>07024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John M. Tufts</td>
<td>08029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernhardt</td>
<td>06305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward Spurr</td>
<td>02479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenyon E. Richards</td>
<td>09721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kessack Duke White</td>
<td>02116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. Kenneth Wilson</td>
<td>05374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leonard Clayton Yancey</td>
<td>03909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lewis George Weeks</td>
<td>08975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lloyd M. Scofield</td>
<td>07286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowell S. Hilpert</td>
<td>08842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin N. Gaines</td>
<td>07025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max L. Krueger</td>
<td>05942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myles A. Walsh</td>
<td>08258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O. L. Rice</td>
<td>03006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parke A. Hodges</td>
<td>06222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Raymond Billingsley</td>
<td>07907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul D. Torrey</td>
<td>06639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peruvian Petroleum Company</td>
<td>01263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philip White Guild</td>
<td>08235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philip Danforth Wilson</td>
<td>03669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillip L. Merritt</td>
<td>02891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ray Roberts</td>
<td>05589</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Raymond Earl Storie</td>
<td>0624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Mead Atwater</td>
<td>03022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard N. Hunt</td>
<td>11254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard B. McGinnis</td>
<td>02734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roald Fryxell</td>
<td>06108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert D. Grant</td>
<td>03428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Livermore</td>
<td>01132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert R. Reynolds</td>
<td>09285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Anthony Rivera</td>
<td>10322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ross B. Hoffman</td>
<td>03163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy Hockensmith</td>
<td>03814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheldon P. Wimpfen</td>
<td>08449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simon D. Strauss</td>
<td>07933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey</td>
<td>00471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thayer Lindsley</td>
<td>06034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas P. Ahrens</td>
<td>06680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V. E. McKelvey</td>
<td>05058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verner Jones</td>
<td>03477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vincent D. Perry</td>
<td>10246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. Armstrong</td>
<td>08205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walter Renton Ingalls</td>
<td>04778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William L. Connelly</td>
<td>01722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Harvey Gross</td>
<td>09675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Paxton Hewitt</td>
<td>09131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Loerpabel</td>
<td>09386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William John Millard</td>
<td>06044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William R. Newman</td>
<td>08751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William B. Peters</td>
<td>01249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winthrop P. Haynes</td>
<td>07795</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**P- Politics/ Governments**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A.F. Banfield</td>
<td>03435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adrian A. Bantjes</td>
<td>040057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alan K. Simpson</td>
<td>10449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allan Francis Bonnalie</td>
<td>05859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony H. Harrigan</td>
<td>04069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthur Powell Davis</td>
<td>01366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin J. App</td>
<td>08817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Stribling Snodgrass</td>
<td>06571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Joseph Hares</td>
<td>03508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clyde E. Williams</td>
<td>05028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crede H. Calhoun</td>
<td>05607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David E. Donley</td>
<td>03041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewitt C. Deringer</td>
<td>03478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donald Glassman</td>
<td>05411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward Ackerman</td>
<td>05363</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Edwin F. Clark (04611)
Edwin Warley James (03811)
Eleanor McIlhenny (07704)
F. Julius Fohs (01706)
Fay Gillis Wells and Linton Wells (07486)
Frank Jack Fletcher (09793)
Frank R. Shea (07895)
G. Robert Coatney (05467)
Gale W. McGee (09800)
Garrett W. Price (03202)
George C. Taylor (09306)
Gerald W. Olson (03826)
Harold S. Sloan (05868)
Harry C. Dudley (06523)
Henry Warren Balgooyen (05011)
I. S. Bartlett (00979)
Irwin Morris Tobin (08730)
J. Walter Drake (06560)
Jacob Baker (06219)
James Manly (06371)
James C. Douglas (08228)
Joel Ijams Brooke (08547)
John M. Tufts (08029)
Joshua Bernhardt (06305)
Julian J. Vigil (03459)
Knaebel Family (09963)
Lawrence A. Cardoso (04001)
Lewis Einstein (01116)
Lloyd M. Scofield (07286)
Lyle H. Brothers (08287)
O. L. Rice (03006)
Philip White Guild (08235)
Ray Roberts (05589)
Raymond Earl Storie (0624)
Robin Kinkead (05920)
Roy Hockensmith (03814)
Thomas P. Ahrens (06680)
Thomas F. Stroock (10356)
Tom Lambert (03395)
UW, Political Science (545007)
V. E. McKelvey (05058)
William Robert Moore (04169)
William B. Peters (01249)
William F. Wallace (07874)

M- Military History
C. Stribling Snodgrass (06571)
Eleanor McIlhenny (07704)
Frank Jack Fletcher (09793)
Frank R. Shea (07895)
George B. Cole (03497)
George A. Wallis (00660)
Henry Blanchard Freeman (00153)
I. S. Bartlett (00979)
Irwin Morris Tobin (08730)
Jay L. Torrey (00585)
Knaebel Family (09963)
Martin N. Gaines (07025)
Phillip L. Merritt (02891)
Richard H. Wilson (01437)
Robert Conway (06062)
Rufus F. Zogbaum (00455)
Tom Lambert (03395)

E- Economic History
A.F. Banfield (03435)
Alan Probert (08102)
Alan K. Simpson (10449)
Allan Francis Bonnalie (05859)
Allen F. Agnew (05669)
Alvin Bacon Carpenter (07603)
Argo Oil Corporation (00514)
Arthur C. Hall (11698)
Asbury Harpending (08043)
Augustus Locke (03348)
Benjamin F. Hake (06977)
Bernard M. Bench (00151)
Blair W. Stewart (07265)
C.B.E. Douglas (02446)
C. Stribling Snodgrass (06571)
Charles R. Butler (09761)
Charles Joseph Hares (03508)
Charles G. Preble (12574)
Charles Edwin Riddell (05271)
Charles DeWitt Smith (07722)
Charles C. Roripaugh (09882)
Chester Cassel (04403)
Clyde E. Williams (05028)
Continental Oil Co. (06850)  Leonard Clayton Yancey (03909)
David E. Donley (03041)  Lewis George Weeks (08975)
David A. Robbins (11721)  Lloyd M. Scofield (07286)
Dewitt C. Deringer (03478)  Lowell S. Hilpert (08842)
Dudley L. Davis (02806)  Lyle H. Brothers (08287)
Earl W. Hayter (00276)  Martin N. Gaines (07025)
Eben Olcott (01233)  Max L. Krueger (05942)
Eduardo J. Guzman (06711)  Myles A. Walsh (08258)
Edward D. Lynton (04553)  Parke A. Hodges (06222)
Elbert E. Lewis (06417)  Paul Raymond Billingsley (07907)
Eleanor Chatterton Kennedy (05229)  Paul D. Torrey (06639)
F. Julius Fohs (01706)  Peruvian Petroleum Company (01263)
Frank N. Bosco (08676)  Philip Walter Henry (08074)
Fred G. Farish (01052)  Philip Danforth Wilson (03669)
Frederick L. Knouse (08772)  Phillip L. Merritt (02891)
Frederic Lahee (05041)  Ray Josephs (09104)
George W. Tower (03133)  Richard Mead Atwater (03022)
George F. Weaton (04158)  Richard N. Hunt (11254)
H. Harper McKee (05936)  Richard B. McGinnis (02734)
H.W. Straley (03396)  Robert Conway (06062)
Harold Blackwood (09256)  Robert D. Grant (03428) Robert
Harold Prommel (02283)  Livermore (01132) Robert R.
Harold A. Titcomb (02220)  Reynolds (09285) Robert
Harry C. Dudley (06523)  Anthony Rivera (10322) Ross
Harry Stewart (00644)  B. Hoffman (03163)
Henry Warren Balgooyen (05011)  Roy Hockensmith (03814)
Hiram B. Wood (04087)  Sheldon P. Wimpfen (08449)
Howard F. Fogel (04260)  Simon D. Strauss (07933)
Ira Beaman Joralemon (04043)  Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey (00471)
J. Herbert Sawyer (08307)  Stock Certificates (10314)
J. M. Boutwell (03027)  Thayer Lindsley (06034)
J. Walter Drake (06560)  Thomas F. Stroock (10356)
Jacob Baker (06219)  Tom Lambert (03395)
John E. Burton (03085)  V. E. McKelvey (05058)
John Edward Brantly (04423)  Verner Jones (03477)
John Gray Douglas (06017)  Vincent D. Perry (10246)
John H. Galey and H.T. Galey (05689)  W. Armstrong (08205)
John B. Knaebel (10619)  Walter Renton Ingalls (04778)
John Roy Pemberton (07024)  William L. Connelly (01722)
John M. Tufts (08029)  William H. Ellet (08602)
Joshua Bernhardt (06305)  William Harvey Gross (09675)
Josiah Edward Spurr (02479)  William Paxton Hewitt (09131)
Kenyon E. Richards (09721)  William Weber Johnson (07307)
Kessack Duke White (02116)  William Loerpabel (09386)
Knaebel Family (09963)  William John Millard (06044)
L. Kenneth Wilson (05374)  William R. Newman (08751)
William B. Peters (01249)
Winthrop P. Haynes (07795)

**C- Culture/ Social History**
Adrian A. Bantjes (400057)
Alice Maud Moudy (00204)
Allan Francis Bonnalie (05859)
Anthony H. Harrigan (04069)
Austin J. App (08817)
Carlyle Weiss (400021)
Crede H. Calhoun (05607)
Dimitar Krustev (08208)
Donald Glassman (05411)
Earl W. Hayter (00276)
Eduardo J. Guzman (06711)
Edwin F. Clark (04611)
Edwin Warley James (03811)
Eleanor McIlhenny (07704)
Elizabeth S. Partridge (02082)
Evelyn Moore (06400)
Fay Gillis Wells and Linton Wells (07486)
Frank N. Bosco (08676)
Frank Jack Fletcher (09793)
Frank R. Shea (07895)
Fred G. Farish (01052)
G. Robert Coatney (05467)
Gale W. McGee (09800)
Garrett W. Price (03202)
George T. Beck (00059)
George B. Cole (03497)
George C. O’Neill and Nena O’Neill (07995)
George C. Taylor (09306)
George A. Wallis (00660)
Harold Prommel (02283)
Harold S. Sloan (05868)
Harry Stewart (00644)
Henry Blanchard Freeman (00153)
Hugo Butler (03208)
Howard F. Fogel (04260)
Irving Wallace (012142)
Jacob Baker (06219)
James Chapman (12558)
James Manly (06371)
Jane Powell (05573)

Joel Ijams Brooke (08547)
Julian J. Vigil (03459)
Knaebel Family (09963)
Lawrence A. Cardoso (40001)
Lewis Einstein (01116) Lyle H. Brothers (08287) Margaret
Mary Wood (06865) Paul
Alexander Bartlett (06775)
Rachel Bromberg (06279)
Ray Josephs (09104)
Robert Conway (06062)
Robin Kinkead (05920)
Rufus F. Zogbaum (00455)
Selena Royle (05854)
Sheldon P. Wimpfen (08449)
Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey (00471)
Tom Lambert (03395)
University of Wyoming, Department of Political Science (545007)
Virginia Scully (03277)
Willard Bethurem (08085)
William Robert Moore (04169)
William Weber Johnson (07307)

**R- Recreation/ Travel/ Leisure**
Alice Maud Moudy (00204)
Beach Conger (03305)
Carlyle Weiss (400021)
Charles DeWitt Smith (07722)
Dee B. Crouch (09037)
Dimitar Krustev (08208)
Donald Glassman (05411)
Elizabeth S. Partridge (02082)
Frank E. Gaebelein (02480)
Frederic Lahee (05041)
George T. Beck (00059)
George C. O’Neill and Nena O’Neill (07995)
George C. Taylor (09306)
H. W. Tilman (02456)
Irving Wallace (012142)
James Chapman (12558)
Joel Ijams Brooke (08547)
Margaret Mary Wood (06865)
Oliver Perry Hanna (00423)
Paul Raymond Billingsley (07907)
### S- Supporting Collections
- Argo Oil Corporation (00514)
- Charles R. Butler (09761)
- H. W. Tilman (02456)
- Thomas Henderson (003326)
- William Harvey Gross (09675)
- William R. Newman (08751)

### Index by Country

#### Argentina
- Alan K. Simpson (10449)
- Blair W. Stewart (07265)
- Chester Cassel (04403)
- Clyde E. Williams (05028)
- David E. Donley (03041)
- Donald Glassman (05411)
- F. Julius Fohs (01706)
- Frank Jack Fletcher (09793)
- Frederic H. Lahee (05041)
- George C. Taylor (09306)
- George W. Tower (03133)
- H. W. Straley (03396)
- J. Herbert Sawyer (08307)
- J. Walter Drake (06560)
- James Chapman (12558)
- John Roy Pemberton (07024)
- Kessack Duke White (02116)
- L. Kenneth Wilson (05374)
- Lewis Einstein (01116)
- Lewis George Weeks (08975)
- Paul D. Torrey (06639)
- Philip Walter Henry (08074)
- Phillip L. Merritt (02891)
- Ray Josephs (09104)
- Richard B. McGinnis (02734)
- Roy Hockensmith (03814)
- Thayer Lindsley (06034)
- William Weber Johnson (07307)

#### Bahamas
- Thayer Lindsley (06034)

#### Barbados
- Fay Gillis/Linton Wells (07486)
- H.W. Straley (03396)

#### Bolivia
- Allan Francis Bonnalie (05859)
- Augustus Locke (03348)
- Benjamin F. Hake (06977)
- Blair W. Stewart (07265)
- David E. Donley (03041)
- Dewitt C. Deringer (03478)
- Donald Glassman (05411)
- F. Julius Fohs (01706)
- George C. Taylor (09306)
- George W. Tower (03133)
- H.W. Straley (03396)
- Harry C. Dudley (06523)
- J. Herbert Sawyer (08307)
- Kessack Duke White (02116)
- Lewis George Weeks (08975)
- Myles A. Walsh (08258)
- Paul D. Torrey (06639)
- Ray Josephs (09104)
- Richard B. McGinnis (02734)
- Roy Hockensmith (03814)
- Thayer Lindsley (06034)
- William Weber Johnson (07307)

#### Aruba
- A.F. Banfield (03435)
- William Robert Moore (04169)
## Brazil

- Alan K. Simpson (10449)
- Allen F. Agnew (05669)
- Augustus Locke (03348)
- Austin J. App (08817)
- Blair W. Stewart (07265)
- C. Stribling Snodgrass (06571)
- Carlyle Weiss (400021)
- Charles Edwin Riddell (05271)
- David E. Donley (03041)
- Donald Glassman (05411)
- Edward Ackerman (05363)
- Edwin F. Clark (04611)
- Edwin Warley James (03811)
- Eleanor Chatterton Kennedy (05229)
- Frank N. Bosco (08676)
- Frederick L. Knouse (08772)
- Gale W. McGee (09800)
- Gerald W. Olson (03826)
- H.W. Straley (03396)
- Harold W.C. Prommel (02283)
- Harry C. Dudley (06523)
- J. Herbert Sawyer (08307)
- J. Walter Drake (06560)
- James Chapman (12558)
- Jane Powell (05573)
- John B. Knaebel (10619)
- Kessack Duke White (02116)
- Lewis George Weeks (08975)
- Lowell S. Hilpert (08842)
- O.L. Rice (03006)
- Paul D. Torrey (06639)
- Philip White Guild (08235)
- Ray Josephs (09104)
- Richard N. Hunt (11254)
- Roy Hockensmith (03814)
- Standard Oil Co. (00471)
- Thayer Lindsley (06034)
- Verner Jones (03477)
- Virginia Scully (03277)
- William Harvey Gross (09675)
- William John Millard (06044)
- William Robert Moore (04169)
- William B. Peters (01249)
- William F. Wallace (07874)
- Winthrop P. Haynes (07795)

## Chile

- A.F. Banfield (03435)
- Alan K. Simpson (10449)
- Alan K. Simpson (10449)
- Anthony H. Harrigan (04069)
- Augustus Locke (03348)
- Blair W. Stewart (07265)
- Chester Cassel (04403)
- David E. Donley (03041)
- Donald Glassman (05411)
- F. Julius Fohs (01706)
- George C. Taylor (09306)
- George W. Tower (03133)
- Harold A. Titcomb (02220)
- Harry C. Dudley (06523)
- Henry Warren Balgooyen (05011)
- J. Herbert Sawyer (08307)
- Walter Drake (06560)
- James Chapman (12558)
- Kessack Duke White (02116)
- Lewis George Weeks (08975)
- Paul Raymond Billingsley (07907)
- Paul D. Torrey (06639)
- Philip Danforth Wilson (03669)
- Ray Josephs (09104)
- Ray Roberts (05589)
- Raymond Earl Storie (06240)
- Richard N. Hunt (11254)
- Robert Anthony Rivera (10322)
- Thomas P. Ahrens (06680)
- Verner Jones (03477)
- Vincent D. Perry (10246)
- William Harvey Gross (09675)
- William Robert Moore (04169)

## Colombia

- Blair W. Stewart (07265)
- Crede H. Calhoun (05607)
- Edwin F. Clark (04611)
- Edwin Warley James (03811)
- Elizabeth S. Partridge (02082)
- F. Julius Fohs (01706)
- Fay Gillis/Linton Wells (07486)
- Gale W. McGee (09800)
- George W. Tower (03133)
Harry C. Dudley (06523)
J. Herbert Sawyer (08307)
J. Kenneth Brooke (03521)
James C. Douglass (08228)
Kessack Duke White (02116)
Lewis George Weeks (08975)
Phillip L. Merritt (02891)
Raymond Earl Storie (06240)
Thayer Lindsley (06034)
Verner Jones (03477)
William H. Ellet (08602)
William John Millard (06044)
William F. Wallace (07874)

Costa Rica
Blair W. Stewart (07265)
Crede H. Calhoun (05607)
Edwin F. Clark (04611)
Edwin Warley James (03811)
Frank N. Bosco (08676)
George W. Tower (03133)
J. Kenneth Brooke (03521)
Lewis Einstein (01116)
Richard B. McGinnis (02734)
Thayer Lindsley (06034)

Cuba
Alan K. Simpson (10449)
Anthony H. Harrigan (04069)
Augustus Locke (03348)
Blair W. Stewart (07265)
David E. Donley (03041)
Donald Glassman (05411)
F. Julius Fohs (01706)
Gale W. McGee (09800)
George T. Beck (00059)
George W. Tower (03133)
H.W. Straley (03396)
Harold S. Sloan (05868)
Henry Blanchard Freeman (00153)
Ira Beaman Joralemon (04043)
Irwin Morris Tobin (08730)
J. Herbert Sawyer (08307)
James Manly Daniels (06371)
Jay L. Torrey (00585)
Joel Ijams Brooke (08547)

Dominican Republic
C. Stribling Snodgrass (06571)
Dudley L. Davis (02806)
Gale W. McGee (09800)
George W. Tower (03133)
Thayer Lindsley (06034)
Verner Jones (03477)

Ecuador
Alice Maud Moudy (00204)
Blair W. Stewart (07265)
Crede H. Calhoun (05607)
David E. Donley (03041)
Elbert E. Lewis (06417)
H.W. Straley (03396)
J. Herbert Sawyer (08307)
J. Kenneth Brooke (03521)
Paul D. Torrey (06639)
Richard B. McGinnis (02734)
Thayer Lindsley (06034)
Verner Jones (03477)
William Robert Moore (04169)

El Salvador
Alan K. Simpson (10449)
Crede H. Calhoun (05607)
Donald Glassman (05411)
Edwin Warley James (03811)
George C. Taylor (09306)
Gerald W. Olson (03826)  
Richard N. Hunt (11254)  
Vincent D. Perry (10246)  

Paul D. Torrey (06639)  
Philip Walter Henry (08074)  
Verner Jones (03477)

**Guatemala**
- Alan Probert (08102)  
- Alan K. Simpson (10449)  
- Alice Maud Moudy (00204)  
- Augustus Locke (03348)  
- Crede H. Calhoun (05607)  
- Donald Glassman (05411)  
- Edwin F. Clark (04611)  
- Edwin Warley James (03811)  
- Frank N. Bosco (08676)  
- Gale W. McGee (09800)  
- George W. Tower (03133)  
- H.W. Straley (03396)  
- Ira Beaman Joralemon (04043)  
- J. Kenneth Brooke (03521)  
- John M. Tufts (08029)  
- Max L. Krueger (05942)  
- Parke A. Hodges (06222)  
- Paul D. Torrey (06639)  
- Raymond Earl Sorie (06240)  
- Thomas F. Strook (10356)  
- Verner Jones (03477)  
- Winthrop P. Haynes (07795)

**Honduras**
- Blair W. Stewart (07265)  
- Dimitar Krustev (08208)  
- Dudley L. Davis (02806)  
- Edwin F. Clark (04611)  
- Edwin Warley James (03811)  
- Frank N. Bosco (08676)  
- George W. Tower (03133)  
- Harry C. Dudley (06523)  
- Irving Wallace (02142)  
- Richard N. Hunt (11254)  
- Richard B. McGinnis (02734)  
- Stock Certificates (10314)  
- Thayer Lindsley (06034)  
- William R. Newman (08751)

**Guiana**
- Edwin F. Clark (04611)  
- F. Julius Fohs (01706)  
- Frederick L. Knouse (08772)  
- G. Robert Coatney (05467)  
- George W. Tower (03133)  
- John B. Knaebel (10619)  
- Myles A. Walsh (08258)  
- Edwin F. Clark (04611)  
- Stock Certificates (10314)  
- Thayer Lindsley (06034)  
- William Robert Moore (04169)

**Jamaica**
- David E. Donley (03041)  
- George W. Tower (03133)  
- H.W. Straley (03396)  
- Paul D. Torrey (06639)  
- Thayer Lindsley (06034)  
- William Robert Moore (04169)

**Mexico**
- Adrian A. Bantjes (400057)  
- Alan Probert (08102)  
- Alan K. Simpson (10449)  
- Alice Maud Moudy (00204)  
- Allan Francis Bonnalie (05859)  
- Allen F. Agnew (05669)  
- Alvin Bacon Carpenter (07603)  
- Anthony H. Harrigan (04069)  
- Arthur C. Hall (11698)  
- Asbury Harpending (08043)  
- Augustus Locke (03348)  
- Austin J. App (08817)  
- Benjamin F. Hake (06977)  
- Bernard M. Bench (00151)  
- C.B.E. Douglas (02446)  
- C. Stribling Snodgrass (06571)  
- Carlyle Weiss (400021)
Charles Joseph Hares (03508)  Jane Powell (05573)  
Charles DeWitt Smith (07722)  Joel Ijams Brooke (08547)  
Charles C. Roripaugh Jr. (09882)  John E. Burton (03085)  
Chester Cassel (04403)  John Edward Brantly (04423)  
Clyde E. Williams (05028)  John B. Knaebel (10619)  
Daniel I. Axelrod (02520)  John Roy Pemberton (07024)  
David E. Donley (03041)  Josiah Edward Spurr (02479)  
David A. Robbins (11721)  Julian J. Vigil (03549)  
Dewitt C. Deringer (03478)  Kenyon E. Richards (09721)  
Dimitar Krustev (08208)  Kessack Duke White (02116)  
Donald Glassman (05411)  Knaebel Family (09963)  
Dudley L. Davis (02806)  L. Kenneth Wilson (05374)  
Earl W. Hayter (00276)  Lawrence A. Cardoso (400001)  
Eben Olcott (01233)  Lewis George Weeks (08975)  
Eduardo J. Guzman (06711)  Lloyd M. Scofield (07286)  
Edward D. Lynton (04553)  Martin N. Gaines (07025)  
Edwin Warley James (03811)  Max L. Krueger (05942)  
Elbert E. Lewis (06417)  Oliver Perry Hanna (00423)  
F. Julius Fohs (01706)  Parke A. Hodges (06222)  
Fay Gillis/Linton Wells (07486)  Paul Alexander Bartlett (06775)  
Frank N. Bosco (08676)  Paul D. Torrey (06639)  
Jack Fletcher (09793)  Philip Danforth Wilson (03669)  
E. Gaebeline (02480)  Raymond Earl Storie (06240)  
Farish (01052)  Richard Mead Atwater (03022)  
Frederic H. Lahee (05041)  Richard N. Hunt (11254)  
McGee (09800)  Richard B. McGinnis (02734)  
O’Neill (07995)  Robin Kinkead (05920)  
Taylor (09306)  Roald Fryxell (06108)  
George A. Wallis (00660)  Robert Conway (06062)  
H. Harper McKee (05936)  Robert D. Grant (03428)  
H.W. Straley (03396)  Robert Livermore (01132)  
Blackwood (09256)  Robert R. Reynolds (09285)  
W.C. Prommel (02283)  Robert Anthony Rivera (10322)  
A. Titcomb (02220)  Ross B. Hoffman (03163)  
Dudley (06523)  Selena Royle (05854)  
Harry Stewart (00644)  Standard Oil Co. (00471)  
Henry Warren Balgooyen (05011)  Stock Certificates (10314)  
Hiram B. Wood (04087)  Thayer Lindsley (06034)  
Howard F. Fogel (04260)  Verner Jones (03477)  
Hugo Butler (03208)  Vincent D. Perry (10246)  
Ira Beaman Joralemon (04043)  Virginia Scully (03277)  
J. Kenneth Brooke (03521)  W. Armstrong Price (08205)  
J. Walter Drake (06560)  Walter Renton Ingalls (04778)  
Jacob Baker (06219)  Willard Bethurem Robinson (08085)  
James Chapman (12558)  William L. Connelly (01722)  
James C. Douglass (08228)  William Harvey Gross (09675)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Names</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(01249) Winthrop P. Haynes (07795)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraguay</td>
<td>Chester Cassel (04403) David E. Donley (03041) Gale W. McGee (09800)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>George C. Taylor (09306) H.W. Straley (03396) Max L. Krueger (05942)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paul D. Torrey (06639) Ray Roberts (05589)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peru</td>
<td>Arthur C. Hall (11698) Augustus Locke (03348) Blair W. Stewart (07265)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Charles G. Preble (12574) Charles DeWitt Smith (07722) David E. Donley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(03041) Dee B. Crouch (09037) Dimitar Krustev (08208) Donald Glassman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(05411) Dudley L. Davis (02806) Eben Olcott (01233)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Edwin Warley James (03811) Fredric H. Lahee (05041) Gale W. McGee (09800)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>George C. Taylor (09306) H.W. Straley (03396) Harold S. Sloan (05868)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Irwin Morris Tobin (08730) J. Herbert Sawyer (08307) J. Kenneth Brooke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(03521) J.M. Boutwell (03027) J. Walter Drake (06560) John Edward Brantly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(04423) Julian J. Vigil (03549) Kenyon E. Richards (09721) Lewis George</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Weeks (08975) Lloyd M. Scofield (07286) Max L. Krueger (05942) Myles A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Walsh (08258) Paul D. Torrey (06639) Peruvian Petroleum Co. (01263)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama</td>
<td>Alan K. Simpson (10449) Arthur Powell Davis (01366) Austin J. App</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(08817) Blair W. Stewart (07265) Crede H. Calhoun (05607) David E. Donley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(03041) Donald Glassman (07411) Edwin Warley James (03811) Eleanor McIlhenny</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(07704) Evelyn Moore (06400) Gale W. McGee (09800) George C. Taylor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(09306) George W. Tower (03133) H. Harper McKee (05936) J. Herbert Sawyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(08307) J. Walter Drake (06560) Lyle h. Brothers (08287) Margaret Mary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wood (06865) Ray Roberts (05589) Stock Certificates (10314)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thayer Lindsley (06034) Thomas Henderson (03326)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Philip Danforth Wilson (03669)  
Ray Josephs (09104)  
Richard B. McGinnis (02734) 
Sheldon P. Wimpfen (08449)  
Simon D. Strauss (07933) 
Thayer Lindsley (06034) 
V.E. McKelvey (05058) 
Verner Jones (03477) 
William Harvey Gross (09675) 
William Paxton Hewitt (09131) 
William Loerpabel (09386) 
William Robert Moore (04169)  

Puerto Rico  
Anthony H. Harrigan (04069) 
B.W. Allred (01739) 
Donald Glassman (05411) 
Edward Ackerman (05363) 
George/Nena O’Neill (07995) 
H. Harper McKee (05936) 
Howard F. Fogel (04260) 
Joshua Bernhardt (06305) 
Paul D. Torrey (06639) 
Ray Roberts (05589) 
Roy Hockensmith (03814) 
Thayer Lindsley (06034)  

Saint Lucia  
William R. Newman (08751)  

Trinidad  
F. Julius Fohs (01706) 
H.W. Straley (03396) 
J. Herbert Sawyer (08307) 
John Edward Brantly (04423) 
Max L. Krueger (05942) 
Myles A. Walsh (08258) 
Paul D. Torrey (06639) 
Ray Roberts (05589) 
William John Millard (06044)  

Uruguay  
Chester Cassel (04403) 
David E. Donley (03041) 
George W. Tower (03133) 
Ray Josephs (09104)  

Verner Jones (03477) Virginia  
Scully (03277) William John Millard (06044)  

Venezuela  
Blair W. Stewart (07265) 
C. Stribling Snodgrass (06571) 
Charles Joseph Hares (03508) 
Chester Cassel (04403) 
Eben Olcott (01233) 
Edward D. Lynton (04553) 
Edwin F. Clark (04611) 
Edwin Warley James (03811) 
Fay Gilliss/Linton Wells (07486) 
Frank N. Bosco (08676) 
Frederic H. Lahee (05041) 
G. Robert Coatney (05467) 
George/Nena O’Neill (07995) 
George W. Tower (03133) 
Gerald W. Olson (03826) 
H. Harper McKee (05936) 
H.W. Straley (03396) 
Harry C. Dudley (06523) 
J. Herbert Sawyer (08307) 
J. Walter Drake (06560) 
John Edward Brantly (04423) 
John Gray Douglas (06017) 
John/H.T. Galey (05689) 
Kessack Duke White (02116) 
L. Kenneth Wilson (05374) 
Leonard Clayton Yancey (03909) 
Lewis George Weeks (08975) 
Lloyd M. Scofield (07286) 
Max L. Krueger (05942) 
Myles A. Walsh (08258) 
Parke A. Hodges (06222) 
Paul D. Torrey (06639) 
Richard B. McGinnis (02734) 
Standard Oil Co. (00471) 
Stock Certificates (10314) 
Thayer Lindsley (06034) 
Verner Jones (03477) 
William L. Connelly (01722) 
William R. Newman (08751)  


### Index by Region

#### Latin America
- A.F. Banfield (03435) Alan
- K. Simpson (10449) Allen F.
- Agnew (05669) Anthony H.
- Harrigan (04069) Augustus
- Locke (03348) Beach Conger (03305)
- Blair W. Stewart (07265)
- Charles Joseph Hares (03508)
- Charles Edwin Riddell (05271)
- Charles DeWitt Smith (07722)
- Chester Cassel (04403)
- Conoco (06850)
- Daniel I. Axelrod (02520)
- Dimitar Krustev (08208)
- Edward Ackerman (05363)
- Edwin F. Clark (04611)
- Frank R. Shea (07895)
- Garrett W. Price (03202)
- George B. Cole (03497)
- George/Nena O’Neill (07995)
- Gerald W. Olson (03826)
- H.W. Tilman (02456)
- Harold A. Titcomb (02220)
- Harry C. Dudley (06523)
- Henry Warren Balgooyen (05011)
- Howard F. Fogel (04260)
- Ira Beaman Joralemon (04043)
- J. Herbert Sawyer (08307)
- James Manly Daniels (06371)
- John Edward Brantly (04423)
- John M. Tufts (08029)
- Joshua Bernhardt (06365)
- Kenyon E. Richards (09721)
- Lyle h. Brothers (08287)
- Paul D. Torrey (06639)
- Philip Walter Henry (08074)
- Rachel Bromberg (06279)
- Robin Kinkead (05920)
- Ross B. Hoffman (03163)
- UW Political Science (545007)

#### Caribbean
- David A. Robbins (11721)
- Eben Olcott (01233)
- Elizabeth S. Partridge (02082)
- Henry Warren Balgooyen (05011)
- J. Herbert Sawyer (08307)
- J. Kenneth Brooke (03521)
- Paul D. Torrey (06639)
- Philip White Guild (08235)
- Philip Walter Henry (08074)
- Ray Josephs (09104)
- Robin Kinkead (05920)
- Thayer Lindsley (06034)
- Verner Jones (03477)
- Virginia Scully (03277)
- William Robert Moore (04169)

#### US SW
- C.B.E. Douglas (02446)
- Charles R. Butler (09761)
- Charles Edwin Riddell (05271)
- Chester Cassel (04403)
- David E. Donley (03041)
- Elbert E. Lewis (06417)
- Frank N. Bosco (08676)
- Fred G. Farish (01052)
- H. Harper McKee (05936)
- Harold W.C. Prommel (02283)
- Harry C. Dudley (06523)
- Harry Stewart (00644)
- I.S. Bartlett (00979)
- J. Kenneth Brooke (03521)
- John/H.T. Galey (05689)
- Julian J. Vigil (03549)
- Knaebel Family (09963)
- L. Kenneth Wilson (05374)
- Lawrence A. Cardoso (400011)
- Robert R. Reynolds (09285)
- Ross B. Hoffman (03163)
- Virginia Scully (03277)
- W. Armstrong Price (08205)
- Willard Bethurem Robinson (08085)
- William Weber Johnson (07307)